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Discontinuance of Mail Service and




'New Orleans, Aug. 8.—Some prob-ability exists that there will shortlybe considerable relaxation of quaran-tine restrictions in Louisana. Gov.Blanchard is urging President Sou-
chon, of the State Board of Health,to take steps toward that end, andDr. Souchon's energy in the matteris already beginning to show results,
his intimation of litigation in St. Lan-
dry having so modified the quaran-
tine in that parish that it is to beopened to all freight forwarded in fu-
migated cars. Gov. Blanchard says
he is receiving complaints of suffer-
ing from many parts of the state.
Mkdicines, ice and coal and many
other necessaries are wanted, and
there is a demand everywhere for
mail service. He says also that MOMdistressing conditions wil! come
about if the telegraph and telephone
services are interrupted, and that the
way should be cleared for repairers
and linemen to keep these services in
order. The State Board of Health
has complete supervisory control
over all quarantines, and steps are to
be taken to exercise that control.
Meantime the Marine Hospital Serv-
ice is to send representatives to at-
tend conference, of various health
boards to explain the mosquito the-
ory, to show that the mosquito can-
not be trantmitted by freight and to
urge uniformity inthe quarantine reg-
tilatinns.
Lieut. Gov. Sanders and Speaker of
the House Snyder, men of large in-
fluence in the two branches of the
Legislature, have announced hearty
support of the proposition for state
aid, to the extent of Sicio,000, in the
present emergency. The state has a
plethoric treasury, and the fiscal
agents are ready to advance the mon-
ey whenever the Governor asks for
it. The appearance of many cases in
St. Mary and St. Charles' parishes
has intensified state interest in the
fight here, and promises to make
practically unanimous support of the
Governor in borrowing the money
now.
An appeal has been tent by Presi-
dent Godchaux and Secretary Mayo,
of the Progressive Union, to the man-
aging editors of leading newspapers,
asking them to guard their columns
against alarmist reports and gro-
tesque exaggeration of the situation
here. No complaint is made against
the publication of the full facts of
the local conditions, but it is not de-
sired that false ideas of the situation
should be esti:cad Itwoadcast. Full
confidence is expressed in the ability
of the Federal government to stamp
out the disease before frost.
That country 'towns which impose
radical quarantines are themselves the
chief sufferers is evidenced by the
fact that Greenville, Miss., which re-
fused to take letters from New Or-
leans unless fumigated, and no pa-
pers at all, has now written Postmas-
ter Woodward that it is willing to
receive the former, even without dis-
infection. Dr. White has addressed
a meeting of representative people at
the home of Bishop SOSSUMS, of the
Episcopal church. This was the ad-
vice he gave to the ladies present:
"Don't visit unnecessarily. Don't
go out unless business calk you.
Don't leave your homes unless it is
to go shopping or to church. Don't
wear low-quarter shoes. Don't go
out without a veil. Don't go out
without gloves. Both are a protec-
lion against the stegomyia falseiatia."
He said the doctors could be of
great assistance by reporting every
ease, no matter how slight, promptly.
A little child might have a low fever
For a dozen hours, be bitten by mos-
quitoes, and a couple of weeks later
the mosquitoes • which had bitten it
naight infect the rest of the family
with virulent yellow fever.
The Orleans Medical Society has
hOld a meeting and reviewed the cam-
papign thus far. The sodeay ex-
pressed its satisfaction that the whobe
fever situation had passed to the con-
trol of the Federal authorities .and
promised full co-operation in thework to be done by the visiting doc-tors.
Heretofore the Marine Hospitalsurgeons, as a rule, have appeared in
civilian dress. Now, however, that
they have assumed official control ofthe :ital-t•on, all the members of thecorps on duty are to wear their uni-
forms, which will carry authority andrespect wherever they go.
- Dr. Beverly Warner, at the head ofthe sanitary work ,in progress, told
Dr. White that he was ready to turn
over his whole department to the
government officers. Dr. White said
that he desired Dr. Warner and his
forces to continue their work, and be-
lieved that they could he converted
into a most efficient body of sanitary
workers. -
The general situation, so far as the
fever itself is concerned, is considered
to have shown considerable improve-
ment. Although new foci are appear-
ing here and there, it is still looked
upon as being held within bounds, and
Dr. White regards this as showing
practical resuks from the more per-
fect organization recently formed.
Decides To Test
CITY SOLICITOR PURYEAR
SOON TO FILE SUIT
TO OUST
The East Tennessee Telephone Com-
pany From the City, It Having
No Franchise.
City Solicitor Puryear says that it
has been fully decided by the Mayor
and himself, to whom the council re-
ferred the matter, to file a :.uit to
oust the East Tennessee Telephone
company from doing business in the
city, or compel them to accept the
franchise recently offered by the city
and rejected. He announces that tl.s
suit to oust will be drawn and filed
within ten days, and that the q leation
will be prosecuted to the highest
courts if necessary.
The East Tennessee Telephone
company has nothing to say in the
premises, but from its actions else-
where, where it has fought such con-
tests, it is tacitly understood that it
will resist the suit of the city.
An interesting case is in sight when
this contest reaches the courts. But
the city is not and should not be de-
terred in the premises to a final sat-
tlement. it has too long delayed the
matter already
"Made Good9!
GOV. FOLK PROVED HE WAS
FROM MISSOURI WHEN
INVITED.
Takes a Drink Without a Chaser
When So Inclined, and Smokes
Steadily Too.
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 8.—Gav. Folk,
oi Missouri, has "made good" with the
democrats of Kansas, and now those
who mention his name in connection
with the presidency feel new confi-
dence. Gov. Folk takes a drink when
he wants it, and that he is no dude is
evidenced by the fact that he does not
even take a chaser.
The Missouri executive's democracywas put to the Kansas test on a
train running from Dodge City to To-
peka. The governor was in the par-:or car on the return from Dodge City
where he delivered ,an address beforean old settlers' reunion. In the state-room Judge P. Dillard, State SenatorJoe Dolly and several other politic-ians, with a few drink, on the side,were discussing the issues of the day,when they struck upon 'the lid," andscene one asked if Gov. Falk everdrank. Judge Dillard said they couldsoon find out, and with that he sentthe porter to ask the governor if hewould join them. In a moment Mr.Folk arrived.
"We are about to lift the lid," saidJudge Dillard, "and we wondered if
)0t1 drank. We did not know, so wesent for you."
"Where's the bottler was the briefanswer of the governor.
It was introduced, and the swill thathe took was sufficient to astonishevea a Sunflower democrat. And whatwas more remarkable, he did not eventakn• chaser.
Some one asked the governor howit was that he was so "strong" for"the lid" if he took a drink. The gov-ernor replied that the law was thelaw, and he was only having enforcedthe statutes of the state. As for&inking. he said he saw no harm in aglass now and then if it were not toexcess.
Gov. Folk's favorite drink is a high-ball. He keeps it on the sideboard,and is never without a good brand ofKentucky bourbon.
The governor smokes, but in this heis not as temperate as with liquor. Heis rarely seen without a cisrar in his!mouth; sometimes he smokes twentya day
ILABOR DAY CELEBRATIONPreparations Being Made to Make the
Event Quite "Sporty."
The committee on the program for
the Labor Day celebration at Wallace
park are arranging to make the sly
one of much plesant sport. It. has
been decided to have a number of
craft contests in which the members
of certain crafts are to be asked to
take part. These contests will be as
follows:
A brie,klayers' contest in which each
contestant is to take a wheelbarrow
and load it with a number of bricks
and wheel his load to a designated
spoil and there pile them up in regular
order. The first one through wins the
prize.
In the carpenters' nailing contest
each man is provided with an equal
amount of nails, a hammer and an oak
plank. The first man through with





hammer," with different weighths
sledges, will be the trial of skill.
Electrical workers will show their
efficiency in pole climbing. Five teleo1
graph poles will be planted at some
distance from each other, and the
man who ,,n the shortest time climbs
and descends each in turn till all five
are climbed, will be declared the cham
pion.
In addition to swimming,
climbing the greased pole, tub race
in the lake for the boys, there will he
a boys' sack race.
A blindfolded race will be the attrac
tion for the little girls.
There will also be %tending, run-
ning and high jump contests.
An elegant prize will be given to
the best dancing couple in the pavil-
ion.






Innsbruck, Austria, Aug. R.—There
has been a heavy snowstorm through-
out the inner Ziker valley. One hun-
dred and forty touriste are snow-
bound. •
Twenty-two persons were buried in
wreckage caused by a gas explosion
at Caledonia, Ont.
MARRY IN METROPoLIS.
Young Kentuckians Found Happi-ness is the Capitol of Maria:.
Yesterday morning Mr John E.Shaw and Miss I.,cy E. Ci•ic of nearNortone.!le Ky., erpea -e I here en
route to Metropolis. Yesterday aft-ernoon Mr. and Mrs. John E. Gore
appeared here, returning over the
route they came in the earlier part of
the day. It is clear that in the time
between their two comings to Padu-
cah they were married in the Gretna
Green of this section, and such was
the case. The knot was tied by that
experienced hand at the capital of
MISSIC county, Ill , Squire Liggett.
Mr. Gore and his bride are both
just on the verge .of manhood and
womanhood. They are two among
the best known young people of their
home section. They make a fine cou-
ple, Mrs. Gore being particularly at-
tractive and most charming of man-
ner.
Yesterday while in the city they
were guests of Dr. Pend ley, in whom
they found an old friend, and he took
ddight io showing them our pretty
city. %Olio they both admired.
In hunting the happy state of mar-
riage Mr. and Mrs. Gore steeled from
Eddyville, where they were viiting,
and on leaving here last evening they
returned to that place for a short to-
journ before going home. They ex-
pect to surprise their friends general-
ly when they announce their marri-
age.
May Be Non Contpus Mends.
In the county jail awaiting the fu-
ture development of his mind is the
predicament of Parish Jones, a well-
kncswn white man. He was in city
coml. Tuesday on a breach of the
peace charge and Judge Dane Cross
decided that Jones' mind was -not
what it really ought to be, and was
ordered confined in the county jail for
a 30-day period. During the mean-
time the county physician will be
called on to examine his mental
standing and if it is not found to be






Joh;tis eideck cr deeded to J. G. Har-
. E. Harris land in the coon-
and the deed was filed for
1
Pete Dowling
HE WAS A CHARACTER AMONG
THE BALL DE-
VOTEES.
Some Peculiarities of the Wonderful
Twirler Who One Time Was
a Local Light.
The tragic death of Harry (Pete)
Dowling by being run over and killed
by the cars at La Grande, Ore., sever-
al weeks ago takes away one of the
most noted of left-handed pitchers in
the country, says the Milw'aukee Eve-ning Wisconsin. Pete was not so
well known as Rube Waddell because
lie would not permit himself to remainin the big leagues long enough to getthe reputation, although he was
kescwn through the minor league cit-
ies and in several of the major league
towns almost as well as Rube Wad-dell. That he was a wonderful pitch-er there is not the slightest doubt,
and he would have been pitching in a
big league club instead of jumping
around from one small league town
to another but for his love of drink.
Like most people of that temperament
he was kind to a fault and would givehis last penny to a friend or to any-
one in want. He was with Milwaukee
under Connie Mack, but when the
only Connie could not handle him
there were few managers who cared
about trying. Pete pitched wonder-
ful ball for Connie and did most ofit while under the influence of liquor.
so there is no telling how much be'
ter he would have been had he take
care of himself the same as othe:-
players.
%hen Connie let him go he signet•
wits Cleveland for a short time am'
asked one day to be put in against Mil
waticee, as he wanted to show Connie
Mack how good he could pitch. He
was accommodated and Pete shut, the
Milwaukee club out without a bit; but
that did not help matters any, for he
was let out by Cleveland not long af-
ter for the same old cause. He was
with Louisville for a time.and pitched
just IS good ball, but was let out. The
St. Louis club thought he could be
reformed, but he proved a disappoint-
ment and had to be turned loose on
accoant of his thirst for drink. One
day' in Milwaukee Pete was chatting
with Connie Mack and he was asked
why be didn't cut out the drink habit
during the baseball season and then
drink to his heves content during thewinter. "Well, if you can show me
any good reason for not drinking Iwill not touch a drop," said Pete. Connie tried to convince him of the mis-
take in drinking during the season,
but Pete always had an argument just
as strong the other way---in fact, he
could not be convinced and all the
talk in that line was lost on him. One
day he remarked to one of the boys
that he guessed he would have a goodtime while he lived, as he felt convine
ed that he was born to end his days
in jail and not to he free. Still he
was of a happy frame of mind at all
times and never appeared to have the
blues. He came from a fine family in
St. Louis and could have made a
name for himself had he so desired.While in Louisville Pete had an op-
portunity to marry a very wealthy
girl of that place, bulb he concludedthat he would be doing her an injus-tice, as he would only squander hermoney and then leave her in misery.That showed the good slide of Pete,for many such persons would havetaken advantage of the girl and equandered her money. His many friendsthrough the West will feel sorry tohear of Pete's sad ending, but it is thesame old story about drink and willreally occasion no great surprise.
HELD TO HER HAT. .
Because She Knew Her Legs
Wouldn't Blow Away.
New York, Aug. 8.—When thewind was in its mast capricious nooda prepossessing woman made a dasharound the Fifth avenue corner of theFlatiron building. Her gown was the
lightest of summer muslins, and on
her head she wore a maevelow crea-
tion of gauze and flowers.
Every vagabond breezz in that vi-
cin'ty instantly saw arropputtsnity to
do stunt. Sooner than it takes to
tell it, the summer muslin was de-
adribing the most alairsning aerial
flights. But its owner, a hand on
either side of her hat, kept on as
stubbornly as though such a display
of opes-work hosiery were an•every-
day affair.
"Madam." cried another woman,
rushing,. up to her, holding her own
draperies in a tight embrace, "you
probably' are not aware of it., but your
skirts ere above your knees."
"I don't care," replied the other,
never moving a finger from the flow-
er-lades bonnet. "I've had these legs
for eighteen years, but I have just
bought the hat and paid $18 for it,
and I don't mean to lose it."
ST. THOMAS CHURCH BURNED
Fire in the Heart of New York's
Wealthiest Residence Section..
New York, Aug. 8.—St. Thomaspiscopal church, at Fifth avenue and
Fifty-third street, one of the most
richly furnished' religious edifices in
America, was wrecked by fire today.Within a block of the ruined churchare the homes of half a score of the
country's wealthiest men. On Fifty-
fourth street, directly in the rear, is
the city residence of John D. Rocke-
feller, and near by are the residencesof William Rockefelier, H. McKay
Twotnbley, Col. J. J. McCook, andthe home of the late Daniel S. La-
mont. The Hotel Stregis is scarcely
one block away and scores of the
finest city homes in America are in
the section of which St. Thomas
church was practically the center. The
fire was confined to the church house.
Was He Poisoned
NEGRO WHO ASKED WOMAN
FOP WATER SAYS ilE
VTA.S DOSED.
The Big Court Whif i•









••. from a rather se:• -ious case
whe. seems to hay. • ,:en an at-
tempt at poisoniug hon. Sl‘inday night
cit. as he says, at the house of
r.11a Dixon, also colored, Thar-
. ei street. and asked- fo: a ,1; of
The Dixon woman ..ent to
water and after a delay of
SeVel 2: minutes returned and gave
Redd a full glass to drink. He says
soon after drinking he became ill and
had to be taken to Dr. B. T. Hall,
who diagnosed his trouble as poison
and gave his proper relief. Dr. Hall
think, Redd had taken morphine, but
further than what Redd says knows
nothing about the matter. The case
is a suspicious one, to say the least.
The police may give it an airing now
that it has become public.
Kiwi—Work—Today.
Pro Tern fudge Cross had a big
docket in the city court yesterday
morning. The cases were the follow-
ing, which were disposed of as stated:
W. P. Thompson, white, drunk, $1
and costs; Annie Burns, colored,
drunk and disorderly, $to and costs;
Bud Dunn, white, disorderly, $3 and
costs; Pete Machen, colored, disor-
derly conduct, continued; Chris Oehl-
schlanger, white, breach of ordinance,
continued; Fletcher Terrell, breach
of ordinance, $2 and costs in default;
Jim Sweat, colored, insulting lan-
guage, $t and costs; Wood Jones,
white, vagrancy, held to the grand
jury under a Wei bond; Alfred Hale,
Joe Bright and Ernest Marshall, col-
ored, breich of the peace, dismissed
as to Bright and continued as to the
others; Alfred Hale, colored, breach
of the peace, continued; Albert Wal-
lace, colored, malicious assault, con-
tinued: Chess, Checker and Whist
club, breach of ordinance, refusing
to pay license tax, continued.
Minnie McGraw and Minnie Bolin,
two dusky damsels of the South Side,
were granted a continuance on the
charge of fighting.
Yesterday Quite Orderly.
The number of arrests made yes-
terday was surprisingly small con-
sidering the number of people in the
city Up to 12 o'clock last night only
four "8th of August' arrests had been
registered at the City Hail. All of
these were negroee, and their names
and by whom arrested were: James
Kindred, breach of the peace, Officer
Ed. Alexander; Wash Kelly, drunk
and disorderly, Potter and Gouriex;
Pearl Hudspeth, breach of the peace;
Richard Lewis, of Union City, breach
of the peace and carrying concealed
weapons, Rogers and Johnson.
Two negro women are alleged to
have engaged in a fight on a street
car at the park about 9 o'clock last
night, in which their wearing apparel
was a total wreck after the battle had
ceased.
The day was an extremely quiet
one, and the officers had little work
to do, really considerably less than
was anticipated. At Eleventh and
Broadway the police force were there
four strong, the officers being Potter
and Gouriex and Johnson and Rog-
ers, besides the Illinois Centrai rail-
road company had special 3fficers to
the number pf twenty-four who ac-
companied the excursion trains, and
also assisted in the work of keeping
quietude at the place mentioned.
The street car company reported









Both Bodies Now in Portsmouth and




Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 8.—The
Russian and Japanese peace envoys
arrived at this point this morning ear-
ly. About 9 o'clock the yachts May-
flower and Dolphin dropped anchors
in the harbor just off the navy yards.
Soon M. Witte, the Russian chief en-
voy, who had come here by rail last
night from Boston, where he tarried
to see the sights of that historical
city, appeared and went on the May-
flower and greeted his associates.
Shortly after this Admiral Meade
made an official call upon the two par-
ties, visiting the Russians first and
the Japanese next. After this call
Admiral Meade invited the envoys and
their associates ashore to take break-
fast with him in the navy building.
Near a hundred guests were entertain-
ed along with the envoys and their at-
taches. There was free conversa-
tion during the breakfast, but the Rus
sian, appeared more talkative than
the Japanese. In the afternoon Gov.
McLane, in behalf of the state, re-
ceived the envoys and their parties at
the court house, where he made an
address of welcome. The envoys then
repaired to the hotels for rest.
There is great interest in the com-
ing of the envoys and the probable
result of their conferences. The town
is crowded with people and many ex-
cu,-.ions were run to the place today.
The city has presented the appearance
all day of being in the hands of some
great political (silent instead of jn im-
portant diplomatic event.
Convene Tomorrow.
It was settled early that the envoys
would not meet today as first announc
ed. The two bodies will gather to-
morrow for the opening of the con-
ference. It has been decided that the
language which shall be used shall be
both English and French. The first
step will be the examination of creden
tials of the envois. When the cre-
dentials have be found satisfactory
then the first or Is] work of the con-
ference will be ir‘ order. All the ne-
gotiations will bilk in writing. While4 nothere will be muc speaking of this
record will be 
k, 
, but such parts as
either party mayiwksh to retain they
shall have the right to ask that it be
reduced to writing. On 'this writing
will all deals depend and be made.
It has been settled that the delega-
tions have credentials of sufficient
scope to give them full authority in
settling all differences.
It Witte's Coming.
M. Witte, accompanied by Mr. Wil-
enken, financial agent of the Russian
embassy in this country, arrived here
at tt:te o'clock last night from Bos-
ton. M. Witte was taken at once to
the Hotel Wentworth in one of the
state department's big red automo-
biles. He retired soon after he had
arrived, saying he had spent a busy
day sight-seeing in Boston and desired
to get a good rest before the begin-
ning of the conference tomorrow.
In Boston M. Witte said: "I do not
know the Japanese conditions of
peace and therefore I could not dis-
cuss them, even if I wished Of
course I can form opinions as to what
they may be and make my own con-
clusions; but I do not know them. I
have not heard them aurhoratively
and they may be entirely different
from my own ideas."
Will Pay No Indemnity.
It was learned here from men who
have talked with M. Witte during the
past few days that he is unalterably
opposed to an indemnity.
In this he is supported by public
sentiment in Russia. He comes here
to make peace, if peace can be made,
and his position can be described sa
an envoy who wattle place, who writ
welcome pegce, but wh7) is not willing.
to purchase peace at any price Japan,
the Russians understand, also wants
peace. It is ths opinion of those who
have talked with M. Witte that he





YOUNG MEN OF LOUISVILLEE
PROPOSE TO .PUNCH .
THEIR FACES.
Movement to Rid the Metropolis'
Main Retail Street of Oglers
of Women.
(Louisville -Herald.)
Itse D. Bradburn, Secretary of the
Louisville Federation of Labor, and
editor of the Journal of Labor, an-
nounced his intention yesterday of or-
ganizing an anti-"snashing" club, to
prevent the promiscuous and nause-
ating flirtations on Fourth avenue
and other business and residence
streets.
"I have had conversations with
several young men," he said, "since
the Herald began its crusade against
`mashing,' and they all express a wil-
lingess to become members of such a
club. I shall take up the subject in
the next issue of my paper, and assist
the Herald in its fight. These young
men with whom I talked have moth-
ers and sisters, and are determined
that they shall be allowed to pass
long the streets unmolested. There
are various ways in which such a club
can operate, but I believe the most
• Tective way would be to do a little
' •vicious punching at places where
.sw does not reach.. Two weeks
1 friend of mine was walking
srth avenue, and was appea:ed
r- • r r 1 who said a man had been
" her. The man in question
-,Olent answer when spoken
-• at the corner of Fourth
My friend proceeded
' mentistry on h4 own ac-
t 1" --any nut a tooth of the
i• "is• s young flirt scam-
Ti"t is one way to
1111e I think the decent
•- the town ought to
. cri :ion with that pur-
1 :in view'.
'.7ants af Business Men.
.caking o. L, t2 crusade which is at
s ent lids waged against the
' ssher" pe-i. now such a common
,ht upon Fosuth avenue and other
'-reels of the city, another prominent
young society man remarked: :
"The story published in the Herald
too true. Unfortunately there
exists here a class of so-called men
who are not only a disgrace to them-
selves, but to their families. The de-
nunciation of them is needed, and a
thorough castigation will perhaps be
of service. No one who is acquainted
with the true conditon of affars can
realize it wthout a shudder.
-"One of the worst things about the
whole business is that these fellows
are ruining Fourth avenue for those
who would otherwise desire to use it.
7 know lots of young ladies who re-
fuse to walk on that street without
an escort, unless business absolutely
acquires it. And who can blame
them? Indirectlystherefore, the pres-
ence of the masher there is proving in.
jurious to the business firms located
on that thoroughfare. For their own
sakes they should join in and help in
get rid of the 'masher' scourge.
"Commercial organizations are do-
ing much to beautify the street by ad-
vocatng the removal of the unsightly
poles which are ruining its appear-
ance, but seems to me that the im-
portant thing to do now is to rid the
avenue of this other eye-sore, 'the
masher.'"
Noticed by Strangers.
A traveling man said yesterday:
''Why in the wotld don't you people
here in the metropolis of the State
noted for the chivalry of its men do
something to get rid of the hideous
tribe which affects your most magni-
ficent streets? I have been here only
a few days, yet I have already seen
enough to convince Me that a most
deplorable condition prevails as to the
number and condition of offensive
1-lessons Who make themselves repul-
sive to the decent women whom they
attempt to stare out ol countenance.
In other cities they wetild be arrest-
ed on a general charge, such as loit-
ering, but 'here it seems that notRing
is thought Of it. Incidentally, if the
-would-be mothers realized that they
are not only repulsive, but 'ridicu-
lous, they would likely cease making
s spectacle of themselves:'
Pleb& Should Be Aroused.
A prominent tsusiness man was ask-
ed for a remedy and he relied:
"It is easy to remember 'the time
avlien Jacob park was given over en-
a - 1.- ir, a diarepeitable class, which
estustreded 41ithout much trouble in
alsiving most decent people away. Fl-
wally the ptehlic took the matter un-
der consideration, and it was only a
short time 'before the indecent ele-
ent was expelled by the powerful
k of a vigorous pdblic opinion (hat
of a vigorous public opinion that
ongh abenit this matterto mAise
aimenta on the stebject
• my firm belief that
world soon be without
abitues. And it avfneld












seem to he the
lennium in this cit
walk Fourth avenue
edge that they were





SAID TO BE AT THE BOTTOM
OF THE CHINESE
BOYCOTT.
Pacific Section Will Fight Effort to
Favor kdfnission of
Celestials.
Washington, Aug. 7.-Some of our
government officials seem to 'be rea-
sonably certain that Wu Ting Fang,
formerChinese ministser to the United
Sates, is not only encouraging the
boycott in his country against Amer-
ican goods, but it is claimed that Mr.
Wu has authority directly from the
throne to do his utmost; to bring this
government to terms in the matter
oi granting Chinese more liberal
rights under our immigration; laws.
The statement is heard )ire 'that if
the United States determines to em-
ploy.Chins.se labor extensively on the
Panama canal it will be difficult to se-
cure the coolies, even from Canton
and 'Hong Kong, for the reason that
it has come to light recently that cir-
culars have been spread broadcast in
those populous cities inflaming the
lower 'classes against us.
Wants the Bars Let Down.
It is even claimed that the powers
conferred on Mr. Wu by his govern-
ment are greater than those enjoyed
by the present Chinese minister, so
far as they relate to the making of a
new treaty under which Chinese re-
striotion laws shall not be so rigid.
Mr. Wu is reported to be thoroughly
bent on having the bar, let down.
Should our present policy continue,
undoubtedly this shrewd statesman,
who resided so many years at Wash-
ington, will become wrathy. and it is
generally admitted that he is wily and
influential enough in his own country
to work considerable injury to our
trade interests in the Orient. Wu ex-
pressed hi, mind freely while in the
United States and never lost an op-
porttmity to complain bitterly of our
exclusion taws. Advices from the Pa-
cific slope indicate that the people of
that section will fight with vigor any
effort to grant' China favors that will
result in the admission of the labor-
ing classes. The question will come
up in congre-s in all probability next
winter.
PARADE IN HONOR OF
MR. TAFT AND PARTY.
Manila, Aug. 7.-A large spectacu-
lar parade was held yesterday in hon-
or of the visit of Secretary of War
tuft and party. Ten thousand men
were in line, including military, ma-
rines, sailors, industrial, and shirty
provincial delegations. There were
fifty floats and eighty bands in line.
The parade was three hours passing
the reviewing stand.
Secretary Taft, Gov-Gen. Wright,
Maj.-Gen. Corbin, Rear Admiral
Train and Miss Alice Roosevelt and
the resident foreign representatives
were in the reviewing stand._ Two
floats bore fountains of Ylang-Ylang
and other floats were profusely deco-
rated with flowers.
At one stage of the procession a
halt was made and Miss Roosevelt
was r>taiented with a gold plate amid
unbounded enthusiasm.
At 8 o'clock last night Gov.-Gen.
Wright held a publi creception at Mal
ai an palace.
Gov.-Gen. Wright issued a special
invitation to Rear Admiral Enquist
and staff of the interned Russian
squadron to attend the reception to
Stcretary Taft and Miss Roosevelt,
anal the invitation was accepted.
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates tor the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will .;peak at
following time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakirrgs will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below given;
N., C. & St. L. depot, August 9.
Union drug store, Tennessee and
Goebel avenue, August to.
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
Broadway, August ii.
I. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, August 12.
Gallman's, corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett, August 14.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August 16.
County court house, August 17.
Markrt house, August 18.
City hall, August 19.
Come one, conie all, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the munkipal
government of his city. Bring your
wgks and childreir, nothing will be
sad or done that w?1/ mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
How happy home eight gene-sally
e made but for foolish quarrels, or
misunderstandings, as they are well
named' It is our own fault if we are
querulous or il-lhumored; nor need
we, though this be legs easy, allow
ourselves to be made nnhappy by the
querulousness or ill humor of others.
--Sir John Lubbock.
The Russian press is really talking
of an alliance with Japan after peace
has been deelared.
occulted seemed t°Tender them hep- Tr . Pittsburg and be convinced it
Jess is the 'est you ever had.
Through the colli ion of a row
boat and a launch 4wo 'men were
drowned Sunday at/ Portland. Ore.
The launch ran t row hoot down.'
in twenty feet of e men who were
drowsiest were twit!y men, hut' the
Remodeling Sale.
Our increase in business has com-
pelled us to have our store enlarged.
We will offer special prices during
the months of August and September.
We quote a few specials:
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, $1.50
grade, 75C /1 set.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons, $3.00
grade, $1.50 a set, 75c for 3.
Genuine Rogers .knives and forks,
$4.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
Roger Bros. 1847 knives and forks,
$4.5ci grade, $3.5o a set.
A solid gold watch, Elgin or Wal-
tham movement, $12.5o.
A Seth Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
$4.00.
A gold filled ao year guarantee case,
Elgin or Waltham movement, $8.25.
Many other bargains the price
should make you see the goods.
Engraving done free on each arti-
cle. Respectfully,
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.




For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
FlUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, tog; RESIDENCE. 316.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE is'.
Illinois Central R. R.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
loth, round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all trains leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
611th GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber." the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
Pr!.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)








Office also Park Bleg, Nlayfield Ky.
No Heat Htult
To cause the fresh pain 0 to blister.
Painting done now will Itay painted
if we do the work.
Warren & Son, 114 iorth Sixth.
Phone 541-A.
Shaamooning, Bleachi




For perfection 1241 ••










Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Monteagle, Tenn.-Mionteagie Bible
Training school, Jttly 3-Aug. 15, 1905
Monteagle, Tenn.-Woman's con-
gress, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody college,
summer schools. Vanderbilt Biblical
institute, June 14-Aug. 9, 1935.
Oxliordi, Miss.-Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14-
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.-Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.-Summer school
for teachers, June 16-July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Ticket's will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed Informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting riles
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Lottisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St
Louis, Mo.




too Room Motel-High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.




If you want your clo:hes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 129 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms s and 6 Register Building,







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asia.
205 South Third Street
Residence over store
Both Phones :to -Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
120 North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residence ix*: Clay. Old chose Itio,
11441•11
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. rn.; zto 3 p. m.: 7 tO q p. tn.
A. S. D.ABNEY.
--DEN T IS T-
Truehez,•.. q•••
At the head of the class, Elks'
Dream toe Cigar.
L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Preat. Wm. Hughes, Cashier..
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts  $203,070.84
Cash and exchange   33,182 . 7a




Capital   100,000 .00
Deposits  115,619.23
Rediscounts   12,500.00
Tax account s • e,000.o1,000.05ss 
Surplus    8,000.00




Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John I. Bleich, 'jeweler.





Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5 Broadway.
1
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
•
Of Padur-stla, Kentucky,
Capital and Surpluiss $1155,csoo
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROIIERTSON. V. PRES. *.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to sire. You carry your ow:*
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS 13:NTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones gg
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co,
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam :Boller-
Campbell F3lock.




We Write Anything in Insurance




35e EVERY DAY -ACCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.


















































House Wrecked Captain Arrested
BY SUPPORT BEING RE- FOR BRINGING TOO MANY
MOVED BY WORKMEN IN PASSENGERS IN
CELLAR. STEERAGE.
Was a Department Store, and Many
People Were Caught in the
Crash Occurring.
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 8.—Three hun-
dred persons employed in the large
department store of the John a
6 ers estate at 39-41 North Pearl street.
had just gone to work this morning
• when the whole cent ei- of the build-
ing 'collapsed from roof to cellar.
Nearly a hundred men, girls and chit-
-dren were carried down in the wreck.
The catastrophe, which is the worst
of its kind in the city's history, oc-
curred shortly before 9 o'clock The
Myers estate has been making exten-
sive repairs on its building. This
morning a gang of Italian workmen
started to remove an iron pillar that
supported the main floor. Evidently
4 they had failed to block the floor
properly, for scarcely had they loos-
ened the post when down came all
three upper floor,. within a radius of
fifty feet from the fatal pillar.
The wreck crashed through to the
cellar, burying the workmen and car-
* rying down those who happened to
be working in that portion of the
building.
The fice department was called out
and the work of rescue began at
once. Considering the nature of the
accident, the,number of person,c svho
escaped with only slight' injuries it
remarkable. The debris in which the
firemen andtheir assistants had to dig
was light, consisting mostly of wood
and plaster. Little or no heavy brick
Or stone work fell.
The building was comparatively
'new, having been erected by the late
John G Myers. Since Mr. Myers'
death, two years ago, the business has
• 4 *been carried on by a company eon-
-sisting of George P. Hilton, H. King
Sturdee and Edwaird F. Hackett. It
is one of the city's two large depart-
ment stores.
After hours of earnest work the de-
bris was well removed. ° While many
seriously injured were rescuid only
half a dozen dead were found, and
these were children. Late this even-
ing a number of persons are still
missing, and it is fully expected more
dead will be found. Nearly all the- killedkre children, and all the badly
injured are women.
It is hard to tell the missing, as the








THE RIVER AT NEW YORK.
Destructive Fire Threatened Hobo-
ken's Entire Water Front.
New York, Aug. 8.—Inside of
three-quarters of an hour late last
night, fire -wept away the Delaware,
Lackawatia & Western Railroad com-
pany's terminal in Hoboken, seized
two ferry boass and practically ruined
them, and for half an hour threatened
the destruction of the entire water
front in the vicinity, including the
Hamburg-American and North Ger-
man Lloyd steamship docks, at which
several big *hips were lying. For
over an hour huge tongues of flame
leaped from the wooden -structures en
the Lacliawana docks, lighting the
New Jeritey and New York water
front.. For a time it threatened a loss
greater than that of the big dock fire
several years ago, when the North
German Lloyd piers were destroyed
with a great loss of life.
Blazing ferry boats cut from their
docks floated down the river, wander-
ing fiteships, which for a time endan-
gered shipping in the river. The fire
started on an old wooden ferrybowt,
and swept by a northly breeze com-
municated with the ferry house,
spread to the main building of the
Lackawana, and then to the Dukes
House, a famous Hoboken hostelry.
The hotel was a frame structure and
was ready prey for the flames.
Following the hotel the structure
of the Public Service Corporation—
the street car operating company of
Hoboken, Jersey City and nearby
places—went down before she flames,
At i o'clock this morning the fire
was under control. The big steam-
ship pters had been saved, and a rough
estimate placed the damage at be-
tween $400,000 and $5oo.000.
Strenuous efforts were made by the
manageemnt of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna dr Wettern railway to bring
into New York the thousands of corn-
mutera whose homes are along its
route and to overcome the handicap
inlPosed by the fire.
It is estimated that the loss to the
Lackawanna railroad will be $soo,oco.
Has Too. Many Children.
(Los Angeles Times.)
That's a queer state of affairs
among the church people up in Ore-
gon. Both the clergy and the laity
have made such a howl over the se-
lection of Rev. Frederick E. _J. Lloyd
as bishop coadjutor of that diocese
that he has withdrawn his acceptance.
The objection lies in the fact that Mr.
Lloyd has ten children, and the
church people say they can't afford to
support a bunch of kids of that tire
Like the apartment-house Owners.
they have put up the "no children"
sign.
Secret Service Officers Have Been
Traveling on Steamers to In-
vestigate Conditions,,
New York, Aug. 8.—Through the
arrest of Capt. Romaldo de Paravich,
of an Australian line steamship,
charged with bringing over 66o steer-
age passengers for whom there were
not regulation accommodations, it
has developed that ten secret service
agents are traveling for a time in the
steerage of incoming steamers. Ca.
Parav:;!... v -; held in cash bail before
'a United Stites Commission.:r.
It appears that the secret service
'agents have been going on board at
quarantine and eating the food served
to the steerage passengers, sleeping
in the quarters provided for teem,
l and sharing their lot in all ways until
they are discharged on Ellis Island.
The inspection is be* made under
orders of Nevada N. Stranahan, Col-
lector of the Port of New York. This
inspection is in addition to the regu-
lar inspection o fthe ships, which is
done by uniformedoofficials who board
the ships at the end of each voyage
and formally report in detail the con-
ditions they find to the Collector.
Custom; Inspector Longstreet' a!
leges that the ship commanded by
Capt. Paravich was deficient in the
accommodations for eating tor the
immigrants; that there were no ta-
bles, as the laws require. If this is
!proved, the captain may not only be




"I Am Dying" Is Message Telegraph-
er Sent on the Wire.
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 8.—Strick-
en while working at his key this morn
ing John W. Coleman, a telegraph
operator, died at his home two hours
afterward. For several years he had
been afflicted with consumption.
That Coleman had a premonition of
impending death is shown by a re-
mark he made three weeks ago to a
crowd of fellow operators whom he
entertained in honor of his thirtieth
birthday anniversary. "This is my
last '3o,' boys," he told them. "I shall
nos he with you in another year."
Among operators "3o" is the telegraph
sc signal for end o fthe day's work.
"Jack," as he was known by his
friends and fellow telegraphers, walk-
ed from Lis home to work as usual
this morning and seemed cheerful un-
til shortly after 8 o'clock, when he
flashed a message to the chief opera-
tor at Chicago asking for five minutes'
rests The answer came back "Soon "
Coleman, with unsteady hand, grab-
bed the key and said: "Give it to me
now; I'm dying" He was taken home
and died shortly after, giving his part-




Turbine Motor Yacht Is Being Built
in America for Emperor.
Berlin, Aug. 8.--According to a Get
man sporting paper the Kaiser is now
htving built in a shipyard in America
a turbine motor yacht, which, if every
thing claimed for it is true, will revo-
lutionize the building of such craft.
The yacht is to be about -seventy-
eight fees .long and her engines will be
of 3,000 horse power, which will give
the vessel a speed of nearly sixty
miles an hour. Her turbine motors
and gasoline apparatus are - stated to
be of an entirely new construction in-
vented by a German-American named
Grabert-Sellin, who has also construct
ce, turbine- capable of making over
9000 revolutions per minute. The boat
will probably be used as a dispatch
boat on the kaiser's cruise
WEARY OF WAITING.
Waco Mob Takes Negro From Jail
and Hangs Him.
Waco, Tex, Aug. 8.—At a o'clock
this morning mounted. citizens, num-
bering about 600, surrounded the
courthouse and jail and, after making
prisoners of Sheriff Tilley, the jailer
and all the deputy sheriffs, broke
open the jail, took Sank Majors out,
and after hearing his confession hung
him from the new bridge He is still
hanging there, and the mob is still in
the city.
Major; had recently been convicted
for criminal assault and given the
death penalty, but had been granted
a new trial by Judge Surratt, in order
that there might be no opportunity
for the Court of Criminal Appeal; to
reverse the sentence on a teennicaFty
Paul Morton, of the Equitable Life
Assurance society, and wife, while
out autoisg in New York, Sunday
night, collided with a street car and
narrowly missed serious injury. The
motorman of the car was knocked off
the car.
Charles Reisser, of Cincinnati, was
shot and killed by Policeman W. H
Dixon Sunday. Reisser was trying
The Venezuelan Goverrrment has to kill his wife and child when Dixon
ordered six torpedo boats an rne interfered . Reisser turned o* the of-
ig torpedo boat destroyer. 'fleet and was start down.
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Millet
HENDRICK ik MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broaoway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3t.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
(For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
213 to 219 South Third St
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.






Room Is and Ls Columbia Bl'dg.
Old Phone I 01).
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Row= so, as and is, Colurnki
Padecalk - - Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Room at6 and all, Fraternity
Will practi.” stl courts of Ky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phone, 355
Office Hourst 8 to io a. in, I to 3
p. in. and 7 to 9 p.




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Keitlucky.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE la° NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 298 Office 253





J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms 203 and 304
Fraternity Building.
Office phone asi, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.









Headquarters for Spaulding baseball




7th & Jackson Sta. phone 23'.1.& Clay Sts., phone 38.
W. Mike Olives. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room tra Fraternity Building.






Is .the cheapest on the
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before placing your
... order....
Pittsburg Coal Co. 1
$
'r-The Most Complet aubber Tire Plant
In The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON, WE HAVE THE MOSI' COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. L ET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDL7.S, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
'DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.




MDUCAH REAL EST/ r*L. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. MS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FR BE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :T.
'I:DG Q W. watrrrstm a.
HEATING
Hot W ater Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right




The real estate agents, has 11175.050
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old, weds.
Henry Mammen, jr., the reliable
book manufacturer, Blank Books.
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
Subscribe For The /Register.
Steamboats
Excursions
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pkasere, madam
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. ,i3oats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. tn.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L.
Bre-rn,
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
.toN2es oaqd
Fartrzithre.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court ist. Old phone will
Clem Fransioll
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. acio% Broadway.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
.sesswissawasssaatarmale—
REGIsTERicquhest.isontoofbgre ain'e,impreoartanced ttohPtadu.s- 1 rezEmA ON
, c
'Whether the small fry politicians or





Ar Register Building, 523 Eroadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Mr:BERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
• 
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
CI Year  $5.00
- Months  2.50
Months  1.25
C • to
t - failing to receive this paper
r • • should report the matter to
7 I' -.e+er office at once. Tele-
y cre C-Sral:erland 318.
We.esdiAt -tiling, Aug. g, igos.
Muni' -.1 Elections.
•
The n- achir . up against it in laau-
i v-.51e. The c between the re-
vnblicans anti independent .democrats
is being followed by a well formulated
campaign. The citizens of the me-
tropolis give evidence of ignoring par-
ty lines and to vote for a change in
the city government. The present
rulers, not servant-, have built up a
machine so disreputable that it can
ro longer look to the decent citizen-
ship for support and for several years
past has relied upon an alliance with
the criminal element of that city for
success. Ever since such a course be-
came apparent respectable democrats
became indifferent to the outcome, but
the machine has become so insolent
and obnoxious that a revolution seems
to be taking place and the taxpayers
are organizing to overthrow the ma-
chine and to redeem the city.
Paducah is beginning to realize that
some changes could be made that
would enable its affairs to be conduct-
ed in a more business-like manner,
and if a cleaning out of the old force
is necessary to save Louisville, how
bang will it be before like conditions
exist in Paducah? Personally we
have the kindest of feelings towards
many members in the general coun-
cil, but when it comes to their official
careers we find much to convince us
that they have lived out their useful-
ness to the people who foot the bills,
and having served their day and gen-
eration they should retire to private
life and other: take their places. There
is no crying detuand for their re-elec-
tion aral that fact should suffice to
open their eyes. Of course, however,
if they insist in the belief that flick
services are satisfactory to the people
it will take the result in November
to pound it into their heads that they
are mistaken. The result last Novem-
ber was an eye opener but the sweet
dreams and ambitions seem to have
lulled some of our friends to sleep
again and there they dwell in peace-
ful repose. The people of Paducah
are not asleep, however, neither are
tbey siamintlhil.of what has happened
in il•e las year 19F two. Delegations
of good' citizens have asked to be
hard on th gees:ion-5 of vital im-
portance to them at least, but like
the serfs of Russia their appeals fell
on deaf ears, and while many have
rested under the delusion of believing
that they were living under a free re-
public, that delusion was shattered
when a respectful petition was tender-
ed to our representattves in the gen-
eral council aod the petitioners in-
sulted by a refusal to even receive
their prayer. These are some of the
misdeeds n,w at the doors of men
who ask the people to indorse their
acts by re-electing them to their pies-
ent•places, but it is at the ballot box
that the good citizeha seek' redress
for the wrongs done them by Those
whom they clethed with temporary
authority, and It-fs there where a
The Chinese Boycott_
I The Chinese boycott of American
!products is creating something of a
stir both in this country and abroad
and bids fair to develop into an inter-
national question of more than ordi-
nary interest. At this time it is ccin-
cedel that China is in the better posi-
tion from the fact that millions of dol-
lars of our products are now in that
c-OUntry and with no market there for
the goods there is nothing to do but
to find a market for them. This is the
.ittration now, but there is lid -reason
why this country should make any
concessions to that people. A boy-
cott cuts both ways and if the Ameri-
can people undertake to retaliate
China will feel the loss of American
trade far more than the loss of China's
trade is felt here at home. The fact
that the American people are head
and shoulders above the Mongolians
in skill, education and everything else,
means that we rely but little upon
China for finished goods. The raw
material is all that we need from that
country for here at home we have the
artisans, to shape things to our com-
fort and to supply the demands for
ease and luxury. Such products of
American skill lighten the burdens of
the yellow man and are a real benefit
to that race, therefore it may be truly
said that we are of more value to
those people than they are to us. If
merchants handling American goods,
'and Americans in China are to be boy-
cotted, then ihe people of America
could just as easily boycott Chinese
goods and Chinese merchants in this
country.
Down To Duties
GUARD MOUNT AND DRESS PA-
RADE EMAGING THE
SOLDIERS.
The State Militia Encampment Is
Proving Both Pleasant and Prof-
itable to Participants.
The encampment has gotten down
to soldier duties in the fullest sense.
Yesterday routine duties were taken
on and the boys soon learned that
they were really in camp. Today it
wilb no doubt be a little more impres-
sive.
The feature of yesterday forenoon
was the officers' school, conducted by
Lieut. B. Y. Beckham, of the Sev-
enth coast artillery of the regular ar-
my. The school was confined to du-
ties and (frilling. A lecture followed
by Surgeon General A. T. McCormick
and was upon medical and sanitary
lines. The school and the lecture
were 'both highly appreciated, by the
officers.
Yesterday Col. Roger Williams as-
signed the non-commiasioned officers
of the regular army to the resaectiva
companies and they will ;be in Nil
charge by tomorrow.
Target practice was begun yester
day, as was drill . mounting. These
are both attractions to outsiders and
the public has an invitation to be
witnesses. The mount hour is about
g o'clock a. m.
The first dress parade occurred last
evening. These dress parades are the
most attractive features of the en-
campment and are worthy of the in-
terest they arouse. The second &as:
parade occurs this evening at 5t3o.
and will take place on the League zill
grounds. • The public has a eordi:1;
invitation to be witnesses.
There are a number of the state'r
leading citizens attending the en-
campment. There are present amo ig
the boys also several of the state's
very able young newspaper peopi•-.
Major E. W. Lillard, of Danville, who
Raw service at Jackson, in Breathitt
county, and at frankfort during the
gubernatorial troubles, is here. He
is a druggist and newspajaer man in
Danville, and prominent' in polities.
Lieut. H. R. Saufley, of Standforcl, is
connected with the Sapdford Jour-
nal. He is a son of judge Sanfley, of
the circuit court, and won honors in
the Spanish-Americros War. Miakn J.
E. Ambry is a state senator of Lex-
ington, and stands high in party
councils there. No man anywhere is
more highly respected tiat# Major
Williams, who has won honors to
spare, and is a commander to be re-
spected.
The Register is pleased to gather
that the encampment is proving most
pleasant to all present, and that little
even in camp is occurring to mar it.
When the encampment grows a little
older and the edges are all ,made
smooth notiviag hut pleasure and
profit will be in order.
Too Much Boom
Harold Day-Melte and a man named
lters were arrested about 12:3o
las night for being drunk. Polke-
man -Tensian arrested the former and
LITTLE GIRL




Had Given up All Hope of Ever
• Making Any Cure.
Mrs. I. B. Jones, Addington, Ind.
T., writes: "My little girl had been
suffering for two years frost eczema,
and during that time I could not
get a night's sleep, as her ailment
was very severe. I had tried so many
remedies and spent so much money,
deriving no benefit, I had given up
all hope of making any cure. As a last
resort I was persuaded to try Cuticura,
and to my great delight a c..tarked
change was manifested from the first
application. I gave the child a bath
with Cuticura Soap, using a soft piece
of muslin cloth. This I did twice a
day, each time following with Cuti-
curs Ointment, and at the same
time gave the Resolvent, according to
directions. One box of Ointment
and two bottles of the Resolvent, to-
gether with the Soap, effected a pea.
manent cure. I submit this for pub-
lication, hoping it will assist other
sufferers in curing themselves."
COMPLETE TREATMENT
Consisting of Cuticura Soap
Ointment and Pills.
The first step in the treatment of
chronic Eczema is to remove the
scales and crusts and soften the skin,
by warm baths with Cuticura Soap.
Dry carefully and apply Cuticura
Ointment, lightly at first, and where
advisable spread it on pieces of soft
cloth and bind in xilaee. Take the
Resolvent Pills, or liquid, in medium
doses. Do not use cold water in bath-
ing, and avoid cold, raw winds. •
tio•d tkro1has ireCd. Cottelers llers•
•••*.e.





DAY BY THE COLORED
CONTINGENT.
Number of Visitors Not So Large
Usual—Only One Small Acci-
dept Happens.
The 8th day of August has passed
into history once more. The colored
people can now take a 11 months'
rest after celebrating the day which
is dear to their hearts. The weather
was a typical southern day, one thit
always tickles the fancy of the de-
sceddants of Ham. The visiting
throng was as on former occasion,.,
one main reason being the yellow fe-
ver excitement in southern sections.
Trains laden with colored people.
however, came from a:1 sections, but
the number reaching here by rail, it
is thought, did not exceed 3.000 peo-
ple. A train of 14 coaches came from
the Memphis division of the Illinats
Centrab railroad, • seven coaches of
which were from Memphis. Al; in-
termediate stations furnished - good
crowds and swelled the passenger list
up in the hundreds.
Malton Brooks, colored, of the city,
after spending several days in Louis-
ville, advertising the Paducah event,
brought 665 people out of that city.
When the train reached Paducah
about goo people were on board fron.
the Louisville division. The train
was run as a special and arrived here
shortly after 3 'o'clock. In aM there
were five special excursion trains.
One from the St. Louis division, one
ffom Hopkinsville. one from Evans-
ville, one from Louisville and cite
from Memphis.
No accidents are reported to haye
occurred on any of the trains, and
good order prevailed at all points.
At Mayfield many people v ere re-
frained from coming,here tin account
of a rigid quarantine issued against
parties from leaving or getting off
there.
The attractions for the v isitors
were at the Fair Ifsrounds Ferrest
park, in Roland to and Edg ood
park. At League paiathere w
ganses of base bare, in which
Boyd's Nationals came out vict
oils in each instance., (The eel('
team of Owensboro Wag the tines
get defeated. The result of the fa
noon game was Paducah five, Ovens
horo o. The afternoon game was 
Pa-
ducah 4, Owensboro 3.
A colored woman living at 
Tenth
and Harrison streets., fell from 
a
street car and broke an .arm. 
Dot--
tors Robert 'Rivers and Foster 
were
summoned to attend to the injury.
All of the excursion trains left 
list
night about 11:30 o'clock.
ly hurt.
Terre and Cross arrested the latter.
Both a white. Then thousand 
persons have en
, •• rendered homeless' in India b 
(lie
roc a ek for The Register, monsoon.
Through the collision of a Cle
ve-
land and Pittsburg train with a 
trol-
ley car at Cleveland, 0., Sundaes a
child was killed, six persons 
fatally




(Concluded From Page One.)
will earnestly strive for peace, and the
pessimist tovrard the outcome, as dis-
t layed by both Japanese and Russians,
is more fancied than real.
It can be stated authoritatively that
the Russians will cede no territory.
They consider this a colonial war and
say the Japanese have given no terri-
tory and therefore must not ask for a
Cession. They are willing to give up
Port Arthur and the control of Corea,
and they will not haggle very long
about minor matters. They are firm
on the indemnity proposition.
So far as Sakhalin is concerned, the
Russians are convinced that in the
last analysis the Japanese only want
the fishing rights.
May Find a Way Out.
It was suggested to M. Witte that
a way over the indemnity difficulty
would be to pay Japan a large sum for
the restoration of Russia's political
right in Sakhalin island. There will
he no difficulty over the payment for
the care of Russian prisoners by hip-
% Both Russia and Japan subscribed
to The Hague convention and that
provides such payment.
M. Witte is not so pessimistic as he
has been painted. It is his intention
to strive earnestly for a peace that
shall be lasting. Still he is bound by
very rigid instructions and one of
them is that there shall be no indem-
nity as such. If he is skillful enough
to get an indemnity in some circuit-
ous manner, although he is personally
opposed to such a step, he is likely to
be supported by his sovereign.
The question of money payment is
the rock on which the conference will
split if it splits at all. There is no
doubt of that. It is known here that
President Roosevelt knows the Japan-
ese terms, or at lease has an outline
of them. He was given this informa-
tion last Saturday by Baron Komura.
The president has given no hint of
his knowledge to the Russians.
If you have never tried Pittsburg
Coal you don't know how good it is.
KEPT IT QUIET.
Young Couple Wedded a Month Be-
fore Announcing Fact.
The Mayfield Nfasnitor of the 8th
says: "It will be quite a surprise to
Aa his many friends here when it is
known that Mr. Luther Nelson has
been married for nearly a month. He
and his wife, who was Miss Mary E.
Cullom, of Si. Louis, went to Hills-
boro, Ill., and were united in marriage
on July i2th. The affair has been
known only to a few friends and im-
mediate member. of the family, until
Saturday, when it was publicly an-
nounced. Mr. Nelson wen( to St.
Louis last week and he and his bride
returned this morning. They will be
at home to their friends at the home
of Mr. J. A. Atwood on North Ninth
street.
"The bride is a pretty and attrac-
tive young woman, formerly of Paris,
Tenn., but who has been living with
her parents for the past few years at
3200 Lucas avenue, St. Louis.
"Mr. Nelson is one of the best
known and most popular young men
in this city. At present he is a trav-
eling sale-man for the old woolen
mills." f
YOUNG LADY'S DEATH.
Miss Leta Potter, Formerly of this
City, Dies in Ohio.
News of the death of Miss Leta Pot
ter, formerly of Paducah. will be re-
ceived with sincere regret She was
the beautiful 17-year-old daughter of
Mr. C. G. Potter, the former master
mechanic of the local shops of tilt N.,
C. & St. L. railroad, and died at her
home in Lima, Ohio, this week of
!trek po'sors. Miss Potter was very
popular here and very greatly ad-
mired and visited here about three
nsc,nths ago.
Her father is now traveling for the
Scranton, Pa., training school for me-
chanics. •
THE OUTLOOK GOOD
For Beginning of Work on the May-
field-Wickliffe Rood.
ACK(THESTOItt
WE ARE STILL CUTTING THE PF:CE ON MANY LINES OF
MERCHANDISE AND TRYING TO LAKE MORE ROOM FOR
NEW GOODS. THE COST HAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED AT ALL;
THEY MUST MOVE, A GLANCE THROUGH THE ITEMS WILL





The contracts will he advertised in
a few days for the grading work for
the Cairo and Tennessee River rail-
road that is to be built from Wickliffe
te Mayfield. All of the amount ask-
ed for huts been subscribed and M.
Goode, the 'promoter of New Yoek,
has wired to the Mayfield people that
the construction work will be started
at once. The intention is to have the




STRIPES AND NEAT FIGURES
CUT FROM 75c TO 50c; HAVE
ALL SIZES.
FANCY STRIPED GINGHAM
SHIRTWAISTS CUT FROM soc
TO 39c EACH—ALL GOOD COL-





A NICE LOT OF LADIES'
WHITE LINON SHIRTWAISTS
IN THE VERY BEST STYLES RE-
DUCED TO VERY TEMPTING
PRICES—A gac SHIRTWAIST
Doing Nicely.
Mate Dan Sears, of the steamer
Dunbar, who was hif with a rock by'
the discharged deckhand, Albert Wal-
lace, was yesterday doing nicaly,,avitio,
prospects of being able to leave
Riverside Hospital in a day or two
ore. It is now thonght that his eye
as not so badly injured as to endan-
r the sight, as was at first feared.
allace is to have trial on the itth Pittsburg
for assaulting Sears. no clinkers.
WITH NEAT TUCKS IN FRONT
AND BACK AT 7 v EACH.
A Shoo SHIRTWAIST THAT IS
A LITTLE BETTER, HAS WIDE
TUCKS DOWN FRONT AND
BACK, AT 75c EACH.
A $t.so DOTTED SWISS SHIRT-
WAIST, A VERY SWELL GAR-
MENT, AT $1.12.
A $1.00 SURPLICE WAIST RE-
DUCED TO 7 v.
A 8148 SHIRTWAIST WITH
EMBROIDERED FRONT, AT Sett
EACH. WE HAVE MOST ALL
SIZES IN THESE SHIRTWAISTS.
WE HAVE A SMALL LOT
THAT WE HAVEN'T ALL SIZES
OF, CUT TO ONE-HALF PRICE.
A VERY NEAT LACE TRIM-
MED SHIRTWAIST THAT WAS
$1411, NOW 7se; TWO SIZES, ao
AND 42. A DANDY THAT SOLD




A NICE LOT OF INFANTS'
AND CHILDREN'S PINK AND
BLUE LACE HOSE, REGULAR
PRICE WAS a5c, NO %Vial/it PAIR.
SIZES RUN FROM 4% TO 11%.
PURCULL&THOMPSON







EGG ....  
NUT be
s • 0..1!




Admission—General, 25c; Grand Stand, 35e: Box seats, bac
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
Everyone Invited




WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co.
Memphis is putting in force the
strictest of strict quarantines. Even
trainmen running in and' Out of the
c;ty for a short distance must have a
certificate from the cit y's 1. 1 oaa:d
to came into the piaci.
•
Cool. No slack, no slate,
.‘
A mote has been inawgurated itt
Near York al, celebrate the 250th an-
niversary of the immigration of He-
brews to -the United States. The-date
1of the 401d:oration is - etelor the next
clTim nitsiOsrine ay. .
A
H. J. Dudley, an old riverman, was

























































































































Vincennes - .1 a to The L. A. L.'s got 4 h
its andaa.
I Tato errors. Sikeston got two
!hits and no errors. Batteries: Doug-
Took .Two las anck for L. A. L.a; Burch




GAMES AND ADVANCED TO
SECOND PLACE.
Paducah and Cairo Surrendered to




Paducah  to a .579
4 -‘incennee  lo 8 556
Cairo  9 8 .530
Princeton  .6 12 ,333
Yesterday's Result
Paducah-Cairo game postponed.
Vincennes, 5; Princeton, 1. (First
game.)
Vincennes, 4; Princeton, i. (Second
game.)
Today's Schedule.
Cairo at Paducah, double header.
Vincennes at Princeton.
No Game Yesterday.
On account of the big negro vole-
s brat ion here yesterday Paducah -and
Cairo did not play. The park was
rented to Ben Royd's Paducah 'Na-
tionals and an Owensboro team, both
negro clubs. A double-hesder will be
played today by Paducah and Cairo.
The first game will be called at 210.
Two Games at Princeton.
Princeton, Ind , Aug. 5.—Vincemses
and Princeton played a double-header
here today, the former winning both
easily. Whitley pitched both games
for Vincennes,and had the Infants
guessing all (fie time. The second
game was seven innings.
Summary of the first game:
f4 
r h e
4 Vincennes  12 0
'Princeton 1 7 1
Batteries: Whitley and Matteson;
'Rouen ane Dowing
Summary of the second garnet:
r h
Vi neon ne s 4 8 2
Princeton ......... 3 4
'Batteries - Whitley and Matteson;
Wet and Downing
Baseball Notes.
By winning two games yesterday
Vincennes jumped ahead of Cairo
lantooday's double-header South and
• ' 144.1o, will the pitching for Padu-
cah jr
• Avaly Pettit, a former catcher m the
Kitty, is catching for the Memphis
Southern league club and doing area/
work.
Robert Wallace, formerly outfielder
for Caiati. has been made manager of
the Columbia club of the Sooth At-
lantic leap:tie He plays center field.
Princes-an, Ky. beat the Nashville
Blues by he score of 4 a-3 JR' k1111,11(
inningArei,,,„„„ pitched for Prince-
tan, a ;Inn for Nashville. Wilder.
the forma Kitty pitcher, is with
Princeton.
Accordirou to the Commercial-Ap-
peal Toledo is. atop Wiley Piatt, the
pitseer Silte recently jumped
'Paducah arrd• went to Hickman, Ky..
•*-s play independent ball. He will
.nrobah)y be Te1i. I
At Sikeltinin,lice, the L. A. L.'s of
/this oty wee46411 1in4ted by thy score of
414se rec °Sec*. of the q malty of
Amur •Preicriptions remains loag after
ethe 'price is forgotten.
HAYXS
L. Pit., G., Mgr,.
yth and miNir. Tel. '1st
Prescriptions called for and 41,1140-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
#1 city.
4
Mickey Finn* nager of the Nash-
ville Southern itlagua club, has writ-
ten Manager Lloyd,atioset a price on
Land, Frakes and McClain. He also
wants an infielder. As the league is
wobbly they will probably be offered
for sale. Lloyd is also dickering to
st.II Land to the Circinnati Nationals.
Terre Haso4 of the Central league,
has made an offer for George Wil-
kinson, and Nashville of the Southern
league wants to baY HarrY(Cooper.
Neither should be sold unless it be
for delivery at the close of the Kitty
season. Cedar Rapids hasOnotified
Manager Kolb that she 41111 draft
French and .Barbour at the end of
the season. The larger leagues are
beginning to realize that some unusu-
ally fast ball players are to be found
in the Kitty and scouts are now con-
tinually visiting it in order to get a
line on the players.—Vincennet Cap-
ital.
It is likely from the present out-
1(0k that there will be no baseball in
Cairo next season. When the team
loses the people knock and when the
team wins they do not patronize the
games. Yesterday there were about
600 people present at the game, the
smallest Slinclay attendance in the
history of the Kitty league. Cairo
has a salary roll cf $1.400 and such
patronage will not pay the associa-
tion. The local managers will sell
their players and let next year take
care of itself. Pitcher Bittrolff and
Catcher Lemon have been sold to De-
catur, Ill., of the Three-I league for
Escro, and Pitchers Taylor and Mor-
gan will also likely be sold to the
Three-I league, all to go at the end
af the season.—Cairo Citizen.
River Ripplings.
morning for the
The Dunbar is due tonight from
Cumberland.
The Memphis is en route to St.
Louis.
The John S. Hopkins was yester-
day's 'Evansville packet.
The Pavonia left last night for the
"Tennessee river.
The Clyde will leave at a o'clock
this afternoon for the Tennessee river.
 ALZ
Road Testes
ARE TO BE MADE SOON ON
THE STREETS OF JACK-
SON, TENN.
Many Distinguished Persons Will
Wriess the Experiments When
Made—Teets.of Interest.
(Jackson Whig.)
Next week the most notable road
tests ever made in the South will be
conducted on the streets of Jackson,
under the direction of City Engineer
Sam C. Lancaster, Highway Engin-
eer Johnson and an expert chemist of
the United States Government, from
Washington.
A number of other Toad tests
"litany distinguished visitors
come here.
One car load of tar has already ar-
rived here from Ensley, Ala., and a
second car of tar is en route here
These two car loads of tar were pre
sented by the Buchanan-'Foster Corn
pany.
Seven car loads of oil left Beau-
mont, Tex., Sunday for Jackson, and
will be here in time for the tests.
Three cars of oil are presented by
the Texas company, three by the
Guthrie company and the seventh by
another company.
Both tar and oil testi will be made
with gravel down town. They wild be
of national importance for new dis-
coveries are apt to be made here that
will have a bearing on road building
in all parts of the world. Further
announcements of the great event
will be made the latter p,art of this
week. The tests will begin
next week.
Building Roads Now.
An army of men anck teams are
now engaged in road work in Madi-
son county. There are some 220 men
and out 125 teams doing it. There
is no—Thortage of labor or teams. The
oniy thing worrying Engineer Lan-
caster is the delay in gravel on ac-
count of the heavy rush of traffic on
the Mobile and Ohio. Some gravel
is coming from Tatnmus, Ill., and a
little delay is being caused. Today
Engineer Lancaster will send a man
the Tennessee
gravel work
The steamer Lotta arrived yester-
day from the Cumberland river with
the show boat "New Century," and
is moored at the coal tipple.
The steamer Charleston win be re-
leased in a few days from the debt of
$50o that is .hanging over her. Mr.
Eaton, of Mt. Vernon, Ill., one of the
owners of the boat, was in the city
yesterday making arrangements to-
wards adjusting and settling the
claim. It is understood that the ac-
count was merely a misunderstanding
between the parties to the suit.
The Savannah left eaela, yesterday
Tennessee river.
the
New Show Boat Here.
The Twentieth Century show boat
arrived last evening from up the river
and tonight the company will give a
performance at the Mechanicsburg
wharf, and tomorrow (Thursday)
mght the boat will be moored at the
foot of Broadway and give another
performance at 8 o'clock.
This Show boat is entirely new and
has many first-clasa attractions, the
feature of which is the family of trap-
eze pertormers, including two little
prirls *boat skill is a whole show
alone. Accompanying the troupe is a
ladies' band of ten pieces who will
give parades both days. Admission
25 cents. A pleasant time for all. The
press speak highly of the new show.
Lively Chase.
After a thane for several blocks,
Offererç jcilinson and Rogers oap-
tttred Pearl Hudspeth, a negro man.
yesterday afternoon for striking Ber-
nie Dawes. The negro, who was
drank, struck Dawes as he passed the
negro at Eleventh and Binad'sveY•
Mr. Dawes is bookkeeper for W. B.
Kennelly. the tobbacconist.
C. L. Melvin, The,Iola, Kan., "joint"
wrecker, is under arrest at Kansas trade more than it is hurting the
City, Zan. tAmerican people.
to the gravel yitf on
river to overhaul the
there.
Engineer Lancaster and County
Judge MkiCorry will this morning
make an inspection of the Beech
Bluff road.
There is a place some miles from
Jackson on this road where the high-
way must be changed on account of
several bad places
The Steam Ferry road graveling
has now been completed, something
over five miles from the Work
has begun in the gravelina 'if tha
Bolivar-Medon road.
Grading separated on both the Ma-
lesus and Pinson roads is now under
way.
STUNG TO DEATH BY BEES.
Thomas Hawkins Died Soon After




Owensboro, Ky., Aug. 8.—Thomas
Hawkins, forty-five years of age, met
death in a most horrible manner on
the farm of John Nave, a few miles
from the city, yesterday. He was
stung to death by bumblee bees, his
death resulting about five minutes
after the first bee stung him. A son
of Hawkins was cutting the lawn with
a mowing machine, drawn by two
mules, when he ran into the bumble-
bee nest. In an instant the bees were
stinging the boy and mules. The boy
ran to the house, but the mules be-
came frightened and reared and
plunged.
Hawkins ran to the team and was
in the act of cutting them loose from
the mower, when the bees attacked
him. He was stung all over the body
and especially on the face and head.
He ran a short distance and fell to
the ground. He was derki when as-
sistance reached him. His face was
black from the stings. He leaves a
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The Young Mother
has to supply Strength and Nourishment for
herself and baby. She can meet this in-




The ideal Tonic and Predigested Food. This
excellent preparation supplies food for Mother
and Baby. Aids convalescence and restores
the system to sound health.
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busch Brewing! Ass'n
St. Louts. U. S. A.
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PROPOSED LINE FROM JACK-
SON, TENN., TO BIRMING-
HAM, ALA.
Corps of Engineers Resurveying the
Line Proposed—Said the Road
Is a Go.
alThe merchants of Shanghai, China
deprecate the establishing of the boy-
cot against American goods. They
claim the boycot is hurting them in
Jackson, Tenn., Aug. 8.—L. S. Car-
penter with several other engineers
from Chicago, a the Illinois Central
Railroad company, are in Jackson.
They came to make a re-survey for
the .proposed extension of the Illinois
Central from Jackson to Birmingham,
The work began yesterday to sur-
er from the lower Illinois Central
yarn at Frogmoor across the coun-
try And around the hills to a cannec-
tioir with the Mobile & Obio, about
eight miles south. near Pinson.
It is the intention of the Illinois
Cetera] to build its own track from
lircgmoor, eight miles southeast to a
connection with the Mobile & Ohio,
est that road to Corinth. and then
huilal its own track from Corinth to
Riaminghana
11t is semi-officially said that the
road ha, finally decided to build its
Birmingham branch farm Jackson,
and the present trip of the corps of
engineers is to make the final survey
and plans. Several local officer: of





Negro Shootist to Have Trial Before
Esquire Young.
Will Fox, the negro who shot and
dangerously wounded John Cobbs,
another negro at Maxon's Mill sev-
eral days ago, will have his trial to-
day at io o'clock before Justice Jesse
Young. The trial will be held in Mr.
Young's office on Legal Row and a
large number of witnesses have been
summoned from the Maxon's Mill sec-
tion. The victim of 'the shooting
scrape, it is thought, will be able to
attend the trial.
Was Held to Answer.
To jail in default of a $300 bond for
an alleged forging of the name of
Captain J. B. Smith on a check for
Sit) is the fate that Gus Aubrey fell
hair to yesterday in the city court. He
cashed a check a few days ago at the
City National bank and Captin Smith
ajar it was a forgery. Aubrey was
employed on the steamer Charleston
PS mate and, after resigning his posi-
tion, is alleged to have forged Cap-
tain Smith's name to a check during
the time the boat was absent from the
city. Aubrey denies the allegation,
but no dauta realizes that "Gloomy
Gus" would be a correct name for
him at present.
Still Somewhat Unexplained.
The shooting of Charles Miller, the
Evansvilian, as stated in yesterday's
Register, is still somewhat unex-
coal is proving to the p 
plained, though it is admitted that
eo-
Policeman Johnson shot him in the
is the beat and cheapest 
hip. Miller says he was doing noth-
ing and the police claim he was dis-
orderly and had been pulled and that
he resisted arrest and struck Johnson.
There has been no charge filed either
against Miller or Johnson, but there
is stiW time for this to be done.
LESS WHISKY
AND MORE BEER.
Drinkers of United States Are Chang-
ing Their Tipple.
Washington, Aug. 8.—One interest-
ing and important fact contained in
the preliminary annual report of John
W. Yerkes, Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, is that the people of this
country are lietting to use more beer
and less whisky. Mr. Yerkes' report
shows that during the last fiscal year,
which ended June 30, there wa, a fall-
ing off of about $747,000 in the collec-
tions of revenue from spirituous li-
quors and an increase of $1,241,457 in
the revenues from fermented liquors,
most of which is beer. The decrease
in 'spirits is a fraction of t per cent.,
while the increase in fermented
liquors is over 3 per cent.
The country during the last fiscal
year burned 3,368,000,000 cigarettes,
which is an increase of 148,000,000
ovet the number of "coffin nails" con-
sumed in the previous scal year Dur-
ing the last fiscal year 7,500o00,000
cigars were smoked in the United
States, an average of almost too per
capita. This is an increase of 184,-
000.000 over the number consumed in
the previous fiscal year
•
—There is a general demand for a
clean-up of the city and there should
taa no delay in the work. This work
is always beneficial and just now is
more apt to be satisfying than any
other time. Let the gutters be flushed
as well as cleaned, and the good will
be great.
—Yesterday was a Most delightful
day, the season considered. At no
time was the atmosphere very high.
the skies being rather cloudy and 1
good breeze prevailing. Last night
was calmer but still pleasant.
Arthur Y. Ford, for many years the
able managing editor of the Louis-
ville Courier-Journal, has resigned to
enter the publication of a trade paper
in the metropolis.
Alexander Melville Bela father
of Prof. Alexander Graham Bell, died
Monday in Washington.
Trouble is looked for a sa result of





We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign—
assortment, which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite







Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
:hose made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all








In fact, anything in Rubber Stamp






Mrs. H. Miles, eighty years of age.
who fled from Rosedale, Miss..to Chi-
cago to escape feared yellow fever,
died at Chicago from exhaustion in
cident to the trip.
Senator J. C Canton emphatically
says his father is not to resign his
seat on the appellate court bench of
the nate. The judge is in very feeble
health.
PUKE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
Family Lump, well screened lic bu.
Large Nut    10c bu
Place your order for coal with t.4,.;
West Kentucky Coal Company,
heat, burns up clean and makes ,r_no clinkers
Large Egg 11c bu.
Nut 10c bu.
Successors To U. S.
Gas, Coal S Coke Co
TIL 1h, Incorporated. 1iT '---Z-'17.-11111111111 11111101111.1eg
130th phones 254
al•AL. M






FTIFD OF ANCTRIrt METEOR.
laborers at Williamsburg, N. Y., Vas
earth WLat As  to ii•
Old Heavenly Visitor.
What seemed to be /regrew:to of a
Magnetic iron meteor, which may have
descended to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a cense
in Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die-
*every was made at a depth of 40 feet.
A being necessary to remove a hill 31
lest high before the sidewalk level wee
reached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth ta
the cellar excavation the men came
lemon the hard substanoe, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however. made
them examine it more closely, and
when they cut into a large piece of
the matter they found the inter lot was
▪ solid mass of iron ore beneath a
terrace several inches deep of hard.
stied yellow nay.
The search was extended further,
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a . en's
bead. All the matter was turnei.: ever
to Prank N. Schell, the contract.;
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Schell.
'that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the plc-es are all ancient Is evident
from the hard yellow clay whiole sure
IlleerUnte each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
liffe4laving Device of Speetal Jamie
C. se Placed on dome et Um
Warships.
The navy department is providing
some of the warships with • new life
• raft, says a Washington special to
the New York World. It consists of
an sdliptioal eopper tube somewhat
flattened, with air-tight eomparb
menta, strengthened by dna. The
*lobe is incased in cork, *mind' with
minims and made absolutely water-
tight Attached to this foat is a
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
en the inner side of the float 'rots
✓ings whieh travel on lashings, o
Coat the bottom rests 'a the propel
reidtkra. no matter which aide of the
Soot fatie upon the water when it
le throws overboard. It does not re
quires to be righted, adjusted or
tamed about; it is ready for serviot
the moment it strikes the 'atm,
Oars are ettaehed to the sides of the
lest W propel it when it is occupied.
liamegt persons menet get on this
Graft te sink it, aad, unlike the life-
beak It mane, appals* er founder,
ism, like • rah, go to phew against
ithe sides of • skip.
The war department is eonaidering
the adviaatility of equipping army
aransports with the mime sort ol
Seat.
NAUTICAL SCECciL AT MANILA.
haver Othelals to Ds 111veryfliag Pee.
s ale to laoreaso
of the instItatlea.
Naval officials at Manila intend to de
. everything possible for de success 
of
the nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Opanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
!United States navy, who was recently
detached fire m that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg..
eller business relatiens with army sula
sistenee officers at salanila. Another
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers • free education to
residents of the Philippine ielands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the duties of
Masters and officers of merchant Tea-
sels. But, while the education Is
of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal inetruotion in the general
branches of mathematics, geography,
grammar. English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
seshool with • practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruse
lion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession for which the students are te
be prepared.
lailrielima Telegraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rat in his annual report, says a Now
?York Herald dispatch from Washing-
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer
loan men of war with a eystem of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend '.he system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
flon Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
Mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Eng-
land to represent the navy In the
trials of the two new syste.ne do
eloped by Lloyd's agency.
leteetlicIty on Now York ContraL
Electricity for the Neer York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
ends from the eity's limits to the
Grand Central statien, is more than
e posaiblity of the near future. It is
said that an el-. tric engine, In many
elf its details unlike anything now in
eervice. has been perfected, and that
It will soon have a trial. If its sue.
ems is as great as Is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand I p
Oral eta.' Ion before January 1, liek
llalis• of stteneeote Tarim hag 1,
Minnesota farm lands have :
amend more than 1011 per Get- 11111
dame during the Peel alma sous
HELPS PDX ITUUSEKNETPERS.
Items of Informatioa Perini slag to
Cu',Istary Departnioni--Sonie
leseellent Dishes
Alurniaum is novs heing used ex-
Ansively as a meter sal for toilet mai-
:les. It has advantages over silver
.n being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costs lees and CBI>
be treated in an equally ertessae man
ser, says Boston Budget.
Ntith a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
e reliable cue to begin operations
For instance, have a small can of ii
Ind mix it through two gills of create
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, •
;ill of ccnsentrue in which is an
solved half •ti ounce or even less
relatine. Put the.; into paper cases
ar into little china molds and set
in ice for as long a time as neces
airy, or longer, and unmold whet.
serving.
Oni potatoes should always in
?laced over the stove in cold watei
old new potatoes in boiling water
'set the old ootetoes stand in ice we
ler for an hour or two after peeling
end before cuesing.
Epicurean butter is served with
erilled meets, etc. To noike it, put
two tablespoonfuls of f. esh butter
•n s small bowl, and work into it
theroug,hly with the poiet of a al's
ler knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed, hii b powder, minced parsley.
lemon juice and mushreom possaer.
Then this is accomplished, set it oe
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into °surety pats. Dot these shout
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is macre be
spreading thin ovals 02 bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
chopped olives nod a little mayon-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
need in doughnut.. and fried drop
takes, causing the dough to burst out
In very irregular nubble. on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unahapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow-
der makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not an liberated 'imply by
moisture. Therefore, if yen would
have the best resulte, either put the
biscuit into an ove i of moderate
rather than intenh- heat that they
may have time to r before a brown
eras* he formed, sr let them stand
Igh arbaates to rise, and then put
them Into a 11 1 ves.
Creamed ch oken or creamed ewes*
Mends may aloe the place et creamed
oysters, and at really mere whole-
some sad snore easily procered. Par-
boil the ..veeetbreade and pick them
apart; to each pale allow one can of
mushroceis washed and chopped fine
Stir thee • into a pint of cream sauce
Where c cken is used, to each three
pounds chicken that has been most
sareful, boilei and cut Into dice al-




attractis Weati re• of waists sat
Dow I.. for lk a To user Wear—A
a. %eon IPenacca.
Apropos if .1,1111, it may not be
mins to Wet that e return of the
pannier over-le.a is persistently
threatened, sa).• a fashion authority
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conilmicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
snake a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, end handsome
gowns are again made with twe. or
three of these counted on a satin
'oundation for the skirt
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
they are either shot with white or
\aye an Irregular pattern, are 113
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There Is a new China silk which I.
distinguished by perpendicular lines
of open work, like drawn work, with
dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
teep mitten-shaped cuffs of lams, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rib
bon in any oolor desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Quite a numbee ere the new fancy
waists are made svith frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
re the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jebot and concealing the fair
toning of the bodice.
Kong the Mother Young and starer
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
sxclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arms
end she was the happiest of women In
eonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of neoessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
peown? No girl, I am sure, could pos-
sibly misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn sober oeseldera-
llons Into foolish -idloule. What 1
realty mean is that -many matters
would be improved if a sense aflame.
shod Its light upon kern; and this ea*
hest be accomplish 4 by girle—Haled
angee. 14415o sum. aeon&
A JUNGLE "INFAIEL"
1.14 CX)UNTY la southern hwnois tadWiese than a decade ago there still re.
mained a rural section which the people la
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of oontumely handed down from • period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impassable roads gad cowed with dines
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon oom
rayed the family to church en Sundays wises
the people on the prairie rode in "spring
wagons" or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which islet!!!
frequently seen, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the aide.
The lights streaming through the osa sum/
window snowed such decorations ea time
galls as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pole
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
4 the hunt, while on winter•eveninge the
filming firelight from the cavernous fire-
pines threw shadows in and out among the
feetoons, of onions, a dried pumpkin, sad
"middlin's" etuipendetLfrom the rafters.
The house in which Nester Lane was born
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to lemma.
hood with no wider experience with the out
side world than tie weekday walk to tie
nearest village, and an annual journey to tbe
ernity seat in fair time.
iler first hardship cams to her at the
of six, when she must trudge each day fos
• miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the bow
getting the most of the "schoolin' " because
she girls married and had no use for it.
rhere were no bachelor maids in the "jaw
gle." Marriage was a certainty about which
there could be no doubt.
Hater Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" called a "good, smart girt," it
war expected she would make • good match.
U the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
Hester's lend trained the morning
gloryvines over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy.
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pans
and pails ahem, nowhere else with such
brightnees and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Besides
Heeler had pieced more patchwork quilts
on Me long winter evenings than any *thee
girl in the "jungle," where a feather bed
and bedding and a cow Well the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her hue
band.
Hester had bet choice between Nub's
Illeelsoe's son William and "Jim" Gillian.
whose father sas the big land owner hi
Lime "jurgle" and could set off ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Be
ins a prudent-minded young woman, Hee
ter took "Jim" and the wedding day was
set for Oetorber.
Squire Bledsoe, who had "tied the knot"
In every marriage ceremony which had
takes place ta the "tunsie" for • decade,
officiated, and euptdemested the
elwits such solemn advice as be deemed
nosessary for the young people to take. A
wedding In the "jerngle" was a quiet ads*
the real celebration being the "inhere' on the
fellewing day, when the peeing huaband task
his bride to his tuber's house
Pins and proud Hester looked as she
eat beside "Jim," ea time frost seat of the
mew warm in her "Wale' sires§ of "eta
him delahse," trimmed with white lam as
the relies, and her last season's hat re
Weerated with fresh ribbon bows. This
isft 
away costume 
repe sale of egp end butter above the
resen ted the saving,
family groceries for many weeks. It was
"handmade," too, a *awing machine net
Culsietog one of time luxuries of time Laneld.
laity as they were, the neer"
were arriving before theta The chairs
were arranged in a semieirele around the
room. and "Jim" and Hester sat down
sear the open door. The company, the
elder members first, earns forward one by
sae and 'shook them by the hand and a&
hired their congratulations. There was
eat.: ose phrses in which the good wishes
°odd be conveyed. "I wish you much joy,'
repeated each neighbce, solemnly, an isse
dews again Then them was silence in the
room, the guests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their ens
barramonest by eoceasional whispers to each
ether.
When the jests and witty laying which
enlivened the festivities of the "jungles
were exhausted some of the older folks he
ma rezabsiosenaing of former wedding ea
• "It's curious bow the world does change,"
said Uncle "Jimmy" Thyler. He and hie
wife, 'Aunt Laurie" were the pioneers
ef the "fuegle." "Yon young folks wise
gel married and ,start out in the world
nowadays don't know what hard times are
You're lumber to floor your hones with.
and a wook rte.*, and you can buy bode
and chairs and table already made. Ig
wasset se 60 years ago, when Laura and I
get hitched.
"Laura lived at old Kubiak:ie. Me,
tether had come over as to the Illinois side
hem Kentucky, and I, being a roving chap
and tired of Tennessee hills, turned up there
see day and went to work for him. teed-
was all done by hfzei in those days, an4
Laura helped in the corn planting. We fel
la lege and were married. One day thee
ghat / took Laura up behind mien a bona
and with all our worldly goods tied la a
usmdje ere started out to soak our fortial
In • new country. We never Mopped
we reached the "jungle," and took wp g
piece of land and built a cabin. I made al
the furniture with my owu heeds, and
molted oa the eoals in the fireplaee. Trhila
ier go to fit Louis tor almost everything
In those daps, and Laura staid alone is the
wilderness, but the Indians were gone, and
there wasn't aaythIng more dangerous is
Lime woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have ̀ Lnfair' dinners hs
those days," said 'Jim's' father. We had
turkey and venison, which we !hot lithe
wood', and for cake and pie we had •good
sore pones baked in the coals on the hearth.
'Jim's' mother elidn't have a 'to
wedding dress Iflee Herter here, bet
Unsay woolsey she wore herself and card
the wool for It, too. There wasn't no fine
hats in them day.; the girl was proud who
scold get a bit of 'Alice to make a sunbow,
see`
There would have been mere Aeries of the
good old days when simplicity reigned 4
wedding louts, but the men sine berry
sway for the "hetes-rehiring," and before
the gun went down the loge,"Jim" had
tareftilly hewn and piled on a pretty site
on the tea sores were In their place, mad
e new home wee ready in the "tangle."
In4tb• evening "Bill" Bludson this re-
te:4 miter, to show that he cher
ished ao
M. brought his fiddle and there was a
hue* in the new hones, • "herme-erana
lag," and the wedding hativfties were ewer%
"Jim" and Hester OM live in die
"beagle but the little .house has ethos
ooge. added to it, end s nest -,4tirert bass
talentilicept orehard aid garde. *14
ferennntif y, .and the is and tit
hs len late e p7stre Z:114
ttresperlty le boast
nunneresisinir will son only a iamb
err ei eiskarood• D• iv rattails Talbwite
'&NthAL 1"SICIi01.0(11
luostions Suggested by the Pecs
liar Habits of Raccoons.
OuIntOn0 et a Southern Oliee..er se
IA. Way,: of the Seenilaglb,
telligent Little Desiseao
of lb& In Ootia.
eater/mai psychology Is to be studied,
see, in Paris," said an observant
ritizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
vubject up in • systematic way. That
is a good plan. It is • broad field, and
research along these lines will no
loubt be productive of much interest-
ing data. Heretofore what scleatiata
have said along this line, and in fact
ell they have learned, has been of.
theoretical nature, ant it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the peeely experimental stage.
. -"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
ircientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
tniong the so-called exact sciences.
nut it has occurred to me that a busy,
eustling center of population, where
me may find so much that is artificial,
in much that is oils of harmony to/1th
Sic natural order of things, would
Dot be the plare to prosecute in an
utelligent and satisfactory way a
study of this intereeting subject.
Surroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better opptio
'unity for the observance of mental
erocesees in the hewer order of life,
slthough. of course, much may be
!earned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
atatent these scientists might find much
fats that would give them a more
lefinite clew to the reasoning meth-
ids of animals of the lower order.
rhat little trick of theopposeum, for
estance, when he feigns death, shows
in element of shrewdness which one
etrely finds in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
3'hy Is it that he will leap up on one
ede of • tree and then jump as tar..
-te can from the other side? It is a
oeck. He ta trying to fool the dog
'hat is after bins by making him be-
leve he is up the tree. The 'coon hay
erectieed this game for so lung that
'to well trained dog will ever howl up
t tree until he has circled around if
several times to see ft the game hoe
sot resorted to the usual make-believe
'Why is it the. a 'coon. when the
Iree is falling under the effect of sae
hunter's •x„ will scamper dowe r's
renk of the tree toward the stump,
de has two reasons for doing it. Ir
•he first place. unless tier dog knows
us business, be win rtivh out in the
lirection of the falling trese.beTleiing
.be game will waterier out from tlre
op. In the second place, he reasons
that it is rarer for body and limb
'n efth•r spoeut he is reasoning •betst
Ii, thing. It ta • psychological prose
ems. Instaaoee base been reported
ly hunters of where 'coons would
tap frou, the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who woeld
wing around the stump until they
'coed scamper down the trunk of the
.res. But the rule Is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make.'
-oncluded the observant citizen. "Se
fiat the woods art Erfled wit% Mese
eeideneem which might give the see
'foists • clew to the reasoning meth,
eds of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
leaisonal Meares in fli• Cslo .5
Certain Beasts and Illed•
laulekly Occur.
A polar bear would not hews a
'hence in stalking seals if it were
it a darker color. The only biaeb
spot elbout it is the tip of its none
the sailors who first lauded on veri•
sus unknown arctic shores and bevy
stated that the bears ueed to take
them for seals, arid begie to wells
them at • considerable distance, lying
lows flat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pees-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton show.
the old polar bear at tbe Zoo, and
wriggling along in that positioa units
they came to an Ise hummock, when
they ,would get uj peer over to see
1 the "seals" 1W1.!* alarmed. and
wriggle on,again. The sailors adeed
'.bat they could always see th• black
tie when the bear got up near, and
-owed that the bear put his paw over
ent muzzle to hide it. The arctic
"ores, the "hlue" ha.e, the ptarmigan,
-j-per and el (Dial! all undergo the sen.
.onai chanae to white by an ideuteme
'meet's, says the London Spectator.
The hair or teethe:a, as the caise
eight be, lose color and tura white
7 *hat may almost be described aa
.n Instantaneous prooeme. In the
•ores and birde the white cornea ii
catches; bet the speed of the coley
hangs is remarkable. There are
homey stories of people whose hair
las turned white '—en shock "In a
segle night." Jut , ee by the birds
'rid foxes, the Moe es must be true
so one ever seea the process of fad-
ng Katlic on. The feather or -.3teh
if fur which was brown or re
tray suddenly whitens. Yet no eee
las actually seen the oolor going.
the explanation usualy given Is that
t tales plate by night. There seterne
io "half way" tint letweeta the white
'rad the original solor.
ea Oat sif this Sala.
The Fad/her—I am so glad get
sleeted to (maven.
The Mother—Yes It's great re-
Saf. Re has tried se loamy ways of




ilhasalse Pr:settee That Is ladatireal
la by Some Young People In
Possasyleanles.
At Shamokin, Pm, some queer maw
moms have survived the march of prog-
ress among the Polss and Russian&
Nes of these observances is "switch-
ing day." It is a favorite day for
wrathful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the smiles of the community,
seys an eastern exchange
For days the man has been In train..
lnir for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
are wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switablirqr day" arrive%
The man sees before him ,all the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she I.
fleeter of foot than he and escapes
she is free. If the man is beloved of
his quarry she seldom geta away,
though his feet are elad in leaden
shoes.
"Hwitsahing day" at Shamokin In
Master Sunday. when all the lade and
lasses of the country round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run to
accepted as a token that she is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start is accepted as • proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry he must provide-for her
all the days of his future If..
Pathetic Indeed was the Illustration
of this fact in the case of Semen Macs
leak. who wee by all odds the ban&
sonseet girl in the Russian colonies
for many miles about. fihe was tall
and slender and her sem were azure
blue She was crowned with fOld••
hair, whieh grew in dainty ringlets.
sloes upon her bead. Mins Manbok
had more suitors than she mould ae.
sept, and she was vary soy. Time of
foot, the maid had, sines arriving at
• marriageable age, peened one
'twitching day" In safety without the
gtving of her promim.
Miss Manbok unti, alma en the sue
sent festival monaion had etmeseded
In outdistancing all her pursuers
Many were the races she had rum bet
Dover bad a ewitch or a pais of water
oome within reaching distance of her
petite form. It was then that Andrew
Nottinakr a shrewd young man, who
had purposely waited until Mime )(so-
bs* had become fatigued. goes chaos.
Of darted the maid, and after her
sped the pursuer.
Down the railroad track they
easehed, all unheeding. do smelled
were both eontestanta—the man ruse
sing for • wife, the girl for liberty—
that the appromeh of • train was us-
soticed. The engine tooted shrilly
and at Ita bleat Miss Manbok at-
righted, stumbled and feel upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut of
below the knees, but the doctors see
she will live. And Kobinaky, regard-
leas of her being • cripple, &where
that he will keep bm• qms--"t'o". wet
her just an soon
leave the nurse's care.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
ossews and Istereette• Diverse*,
having Tessa Polk. is flit-
nose Empire.
Tired W. Carey ha-s recently base
traveling through an almost unknowe
part of the Chinese Shan states, wheal
U. between China proper and Burmek
In the account of his journey, whisk
be recently read before the Rome/
Geographical society, be spoke most
favorably of tb• women of the ooun-
tre, though his opinion of tie men is
not so flattering, says the Now York
Gam
In their Laos and figure, he
these Shane resemble the Japanese
and 'the womee are, to say the least
tart as unconventional sad feacinating
There the resemblance emia. The men
are lazy. good-for-nothing fellows, who
never work unless they ere alreolutele
obliged to do so. The women toil dur-
ing the summer in the rice field, end
spend their tiro. when at borne in
weaving cloth and in household du
Um. Tney weer a very pretty coo
tame, Including a long white petal-
meat, which I. much mono becotntlig
than the ugly rnitehapen trousers of
the Chinese wouern.
Mr. Career deeerfhes a diversion of
Lb. young people which very much in
&trotted hirn. As be peased through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed balls.
which they call 1•0•6 halls, and many
times he was pelted with these lows
missiles. if. says they were of course
cot Intended is eouvey any message
to him, but at the fortivieles
take place during New "ear's these
solored ballc have a very Important
to play e Oa these secessions 'mothpart 
be more signideant to •
young men, for ahe is very careful ti.
throw it only be the particular young
man whom she would like' to merry
nue she empressee her preference fen
one or assether of th• swains. If the
roans man catches the ball, the hes
la a sure indication that ho wieles
be wed the girl, an/ the engagement
might as well be announced at ones
But It he misses the ball, the feet ta-
diorites that he 6ses not reeriprocate
the &Shelton the maiden. &etre* to
gifve him, and she must find a teem
elsewhere. At ell ot her times the roes
Is simply a mode of 11111211cm, whoa
the maiden or man who fails to cotok
the ball mast pay • l'orietit to the
throw or.
telletat einem.
The queen's footmen wear wigs
which have sight rows of earls, where,
se those of the primes of Welee are al
hewed wren 'rows, and them of tbe
lemis mayteref LOAM ar• gi••• mak
1•1••••••••••••••••••••r•s...m..•
11111 JUIVENCHI OF AlltiltALS.
lids Unpleasant detattateat Seems ea
B. Well Developed In Beam
et Mom.
• number of authentic anecdotes
have been collected by Le Tour de
Monde to Illustrate the fact that thf
sentiment of revenge is very well de-
veloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have long memories vt'%en they are
eilbjectad to We/shun-es, that Kurta
their feelings. Capt fihippe, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he bad
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap
tain bad almost forgotten the ince
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephants at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying • pall of water, a very
large and strong elephant seised the
pall and drank the water. The smallas
elephant, conscious of his inferior
strength, showed no resentment bat
bided his time. One day he este his
enemy standing broadside by u well.
T'he little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and turnhled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an las
discreet person whom he saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let
tuce salad which no elephant has an,
use for. The animal was rather sloe
in anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whet. he suddenly seined the man's hal
from his head, tore it into shied@ and
*nag the fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
A British magazine told. awhile
ago. of • milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines as hi
was • lighter and never mimed a
ebasee to miz up in a row. Most ed
tins dace In the neighborhood bore
mars as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
him is. a fight. The idea finally me
(tarred to them, however, that there
Is strength in usion, and so one piglet
about • dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and threshe
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found rein morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
'nfileted. When he recovered from the
serimmage he wua a changed doe. hav
ale wholly lost his taste for fighting.
air Andrew Smith, a aoulegiste told
Ds.,-win that one day he saw a tame
baboon in eolith Africa bespatter vs th
mud at'. 4,44-..r, who, all epirk andslesa,
wise on his way to pi sic. The eflistees
had freoseently teased the animal.
which took this effective weane of re-
snags Parrots *leo are *meter ties
animals tits* do not soon forces per'
eons who teeee or met- re.. theta.
They teseally find s.,n,e Cu give
some unplesaant Moro, a to thee*
+hoary unkind to them.
STAR1 0: :71):: TRADE.
• lassie• of net OvisflasJ 11•••4.r, •••
no Plseed ow Pahltiltiou In bee.
tow LesSM.v Iltspostillova.
There a to be a a is oe aad loathed
erpoisities in Boston, which ornstia.
ace to be the ehlef market for bouta
and shoes In the United States •n41.
one feature of it is to be a repo duo.
Hon of the original shoe feeler,- ta,
the United States. says tbe New rhc
See..
For many years after the settle.
went of the American colonies no as.
tempt was mad. to asenuface sun.
boots and shoes for th• market, foene
wear being imported h-eirn Eegiend
and Prance. This was a period of
head-ramie shoes exclusively, gait', se
towns large enough to have • laral
shoenaskev, he pupplied all (Pie ?moms
of the Inhabitants In towels not
large enough to sestain a vilIsee onto
neer a traveling oho-maker meet fermi.
peace to plasm. stopping • day
week at each.
So far as is Ireown, the tint ehoe
'eatery It. Maseacheepetta was site-
•ted In Movers. not far teens rhea,
historic house Iri ',MPS Oen. Pewter
of revolutionary fame. write hers Au
manly as 175fl vs rinseet's-a tea ken.. were.
at work currying, eutting age .1,4.
making at the original ream" in..
Dottier*.
The original shoe factory of Deis.
vet's can. it is said, be reprodased
without undue- eorperese, one as the
boot and shoo- interest in. Ata•easlite
*PM a is now Not Gale wellsesoentlehert
hut enjoyiere an urinousl esuoiine of
commercial prosperity. teeth a newel.
foreign maaket than it peer had be
tore, it is thought protah'e the% thee
exhibition will he repmesentattiee is
many respects.
The (+het countries to which Ames*,
lean shoes are Pent are Assatretta.
'Ingland. the Weet lollies, Cape Tore,,
desleo and Canarle.
Bow tie see. e•s„•
The men who wets the most net oilP
life is the one nits. Is eiways lookiver
up, who is determesed that e•erythInr
he does, every investment be lealteit,
shall leave him a little hieh•r up, •
ittle further on. To learteritereforse
how to spend her the higher fseultiea
eistesd et the toes er, so ths t themes',
enelitiee, rather than the animal, may
ee developed, is a problem that ate.
treat* access.
Near Bean Mee.
Yos will find a geod menet men era
bean, of whom you did sot...a-plot ft.1111




























































































































































































164.111It'AltA Li V it WISLFOKT
.
With Ht. Mead ta a fore
st's Xing,
This Soldier Was Sato from lbw
Msnemy's Fire.
"I was in Chicl:arnauga park •
short while ago," said an old ve
teran
who had been discussing the reu
nion
it Memphis, to a New Orleans Ti
mes-
Democrat man, "and I was i
mpressed
nith the number of old veterans
 who
still hang around the hills that 
have
teen made memorable in the 
coun-
try's history by the fierce 
battle
that was fought there in t
he '80's.
nthere is something pathe
tic about it
to me.
"They are typical of the 
charactet
Of the man who followed 
the for
rl'hd ; Acre- e
•1:2̀






PACE IN A HORNET'S NES
T.
lases of the lost cause. But
 many of
them are full of good stor
ies, and I
recall one story told me b
y an old
sonfederate now runnino, 
a livery
stable In Chattanooga. He 
is fond of
ielli4g it on himself. It 
was duriun
foe of the preliminary 
skirnaishea at
'The federal troops bod 
reseked
te( the top of the hill, an
d the confeder-
ates had been forced d
own oth the
ether aide. They hid be
hind stumps
ef trees, fell over behin
d logs and
*ought other places of 
conoealnien t
la their effort to escape 
Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind •
 log, with
my fun down,' said the 
Chattanooga




head or burying themselv
es in the leg
behind which I was hiding.
"'In hugging up close to 
the log I
hod shoved my face in a
 hornet's
scat. The hornets cove
red my face
and bead, and I lay 
there picking
them off one at a time u
ntil I found
ID opportunity to esc
ape. Soon after
that I met a ragged 
looking soldier,
and he said: "Great g
oodness, Jim,
what on earth is the 
matter with
reur face?" I told him I 
bad shoved
It into a hornets' nest 
while dodging
Tank.. bullets. "You must
 have sof-
/• fired fearfully," he said
. "Nis," I re.
plied, "I never experieneed 
a more de-
Scions feeling in my life
," and really
Inever enjoyed anything s
o much se
I did the sting of t
hose hornets."'
IThe old liveryman ch
uckled over the
story, and no doubt he
 really felt
that the hornets' nest wa
s a please,re





Dos Steels Dank Books. De
eds to Oat-




 of No. 644
Metropolitan avenue, Willi
amsburg,
N. Y., found some lost b
ank notes and
deeds of property unde
r peculiar cir-
irsznotaeoes the other day.
Two weeks ago she discove
red that
• tin box belonging t
o her had bees
dorrAbly opened and $400 in bi
lls, three
beak books anci property dee
ds stoke.
-%.
THE MISSING PAPERS WOUND
.
Mrs. Flecknoe, after a vein se
arch,
eomplained at the Herbert str
eet po-
lice station, and said that only
 a per
son well acquainted with her pre
mises
eonld have committed the robb
ery.
The woman has a pet pugtiog, wh
ich
knows every nook in the hous
e. rot
several days past Mrs.. Fleckno
e had
noticed that this animal had fo
und a
sting place to sleep behind a hat
 tact
In the parlor hall. and when sh
e re-
moved the rack to dust it she fo
und
the missing bank honks and deeds
.
There was no trase of the mone
y
Mrs. Fleeltsoe called the dog. Wh
en
the animal saw that she had posse
,
pion of thesobahk books and deed
s it
tried to seize them The polic
e are
et the opinion that the dog has 
satin"
othe money.
Went. to See H. Pees.
The son of John Smith is anrione
So see his dad, and puts t
his ildveltr.
Iiisement in a Texas paper: "If 
John
SwAth. who 20 years ago deser
ted his
C:re w
ife and bane, will return. said




NIT TOM P. MORGAN.
There is a wreck ,down at Spo
oner's
house-s wreck that was formerly
 a piece
a blithe manhood, with a marked t
endon"
to talk and • wen oa his head. Th
e wreck
in question used to be saluted by h
is cred-
itors as Mr. Spooner.
Weer*, before, all was joy, is the h
ighest
octave,' now is sorrow lied woe 
is large
quantities and a dilapidated bureau 
In re
workably small pieoes.
The bureau in question arrived
 in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to p
roudly as
tort. Unfeelieg neighbors used t
o some
times sneeringly remark that it h
ad mon
the appearaace of haying come in 
the Ark
But neighbors will carp and le
t their hop
tan through your ca6blige-patch 
in wile
sad bristly freedom, so ite will ta
ke than
mein at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was n
ot the
enbject that worried Spooner jus
t before
the pall of darkness and bumps se
ttled oven
the happy home. How- to. get it 
sway wan
what agitated his mind.
Spoonern only, daughter, Cydoni
a., had,
it least, been ea fortu.nate as t
o sorrel •
Mariann being, who made her his
 wife-and
iii. was Cyclonia Spooner no 
longer. It
I. not the purpose of the wr
iter to die
tribute the idea that, but for 
this time
ty attack of matrimony, Miss Spoo
ner wieuin
have 1:100O2114 !sore altitudinous. 
Far from
Ii! She simply ceased, as a 
Spooner, te
stake the menu at three daily 
repasts look
ulf attacked by an itinerant ea
t, and to re-
mark plaintively that woman's
 mission or
earth was Dot clearly defined
 around tie
sdlreill; that their daughter ha
d suocesdred
is rommitttng matrimony in
 the tiro
degree. Mr. and Mrs. Spooner
 resolved u
do the proper and appropriate t
hing. Aft*,
such Cersticular thought, the
y decided ta
present her the sacred bureau
, arms?
Whieh shuttered each hallowed 
aasosietions
like these iningentous to aa aid 
Waal.
robe.
The seerei berme wee lusted 
Is the
woad story of tb• Spooner do
micile. is
the "spare" bedioom! How to ge
t it down
tales was the questios.
The time, several year, before
, whoa
Daggs, the draymaa, had raised
 the poe
Serous piece of furniture to th
e seeend
story window, by means of mach 
rope sad
profaaity, was stall fresh is Spooner's
 valid
Be remembered that Jeep had a
usured
the bureau, which was an enormo
usly de
mloped affair sad area had measu
red tlo
sta,rway.
"Toe wide for the etaire," use Ja
ms' ver
&et.
So without any mom fuse he ha
d pro
seeded to haul it ap the side of 
the house
sad introduce it through • win
dow.
But Spooner considers himself a p
eer is
the way of macentrated think, to s
ay two
legged &layman that ever wore a 
hairy hor-
ror in, a beard sad ohargee •
 piece' of
silver tor carrying a bleat tru
nk tire
blocks. He kaaw, wittiest toe
ssurtng. that
the stairs were wide enough fo
r the be-
ers. Single-banded and aloes he a
ttacked
the lugubrious piece of fermiers in
 its ewe
&sties pare bedroom.
Ily dint of much palling and as
 opal
baboons of hulls& he soccesided i
s wrest
Sae Isle the bead of the stairwa
y, in spite
el the fast that it seemed mew
l sally L.
seek , its entre into. the Boor, in 
• deter
mined effort to roost the departur
e.
Gutting ahead, he (*rehab- lowered
 the
huresu toward Mansell. The operation 
mu
ealy marred by the trifling amides%
 of al
the trawere stipple; out at ass and 
the
WOO urns, and all but the i•is sae b
ark
Mg mese portion of Spooser's perm
it so
they fell., a wooden shower, woes let
m, sad
landed below is the lee' *I the s
tair
spey. TIte lest and toenail drawer 
de.
parted from the regular order el proc
eed-
as and ht, woes Ude sp, es •Speoser'
s
bent shoulders sad hewed bead. His hel
d
OD the Maydower heirloom gipped
 god the
swed= fell forward 1"1152 Wm,
 the
Mu meetly truu-ath the chin
ti. ea they west, with aL the emitem
eni
sad oekrity that attend the plun
ge of
kne. rushing freatleally dowe the oorridos
e
if Mae.
Spooner was a trifle In ad•vanee rof the
bureau when both armed in the log"
 of
She stairway.
The drawees wide! ILA made their-Li
en%
• few amends before, ky in a re:mimed h
eap
with all possible comers upward to 
wei
Mate the no-- ha/stem Spooner.
He landed on an these corners and ar
o
I seal more that seemed to put is as ap
pose
tare for that occasion only, and the 
ito
shoat and •indiotive bares. wood squ
are
I on its heed on his quivering eorperes
ity
A wild, nafiled yell, es sharp yet so vo
l•
uninoue that it startled the bete out 
of the
alumney sad brought Mrs. Spowier to 
the
not of the stairs.
'Oh, the precious bureau!" she 
shrieked
'What. shi what ham bappeeed to
 kr
Presently • fano voice piped op from
 the
*Atom of the pile Ve here Spooner 
was do
ke a eontortion set beessill the buntsu
"The priories,' banes Is uninjured 
as
net," it said, "lint I am mortally woman
• by this rehinetosoder dismal"
Frightened at the awful modithea of h
et
come, barbed beneath •• tementens of r
e
moveless furniture and with err tasere
nce
in his life, Mrs. Spooner ran for asser
t
.rice. Presently she returned with wei
gh
onr Kilter. By his stoves •rtn, the wrecit
• manhood was drawn front beneath
 the
till militant heirloom if Ina Roundheads
Another mespuremPet Wu instituted, and
h• fo-rner decision of Jeep, the dray-a
we
ray vindunied. Tie berme would go
 Of
ert her down the djoo" for the stair
way
• oten narrower front there slows.
ithout • word, but with • terrible dark
due resolve depicted on him codno
noi
Jeers, and noes several inches out es em
s
dumb, Spooner, aerated by kiliar, set t
o
work to fares the bureau up to the 
top
d the stairs again. Thin they succ
eeded
• .reemplishing, in mete of the Pu
ritanical
sentence of that stubbons orthodox 
*beet
4 drawers.
Then Spooner rolls it ever, and Ove
r,
owl. with the teen de aid, he bel
aeiced
t 4 in•Itl*Ot on
With • smile M ml host fieti.iith Joy and
. spasmodic bitch to his pantaloons,
 slow'
y slipping away from the clutches of 
hie
etc rear suspender nitton, Spooner p
ushed
the bu*reau, sow thoroughly frightened, o
ut
card, and it but-ti d through the air l
ike
hut Sight el • brass- dabbed meteor. Wi
th
crash, It landed on the stone doorste
p,
we stories below, nd was nothing but a
"reek of its former grandeur.
Col. Wiadygasee's valuable dog, of 
the
teench-leintal peroceiren, had, buelis 
nor
sent before, been • laving an ove
rshot
ea the doorstep. Now be lay unde
r the
noose-only a eanine recollectioa, • ti
air,
verse-spot
Cydonia get as weddiag preernit from h
e,
remote; Spooner got nothing but a enol
os
imortment of bumps and •brasion
s sad
bill for PS, end to be tie value of
 the
dog. To all of which be objurgatad
h pieteresque *ram that he sties •
aureti teial he the near distance.
Miserable dame' elpeosier
l-Owed Ito
11171RII KILLED FOR D
ial.
Mew York Kantor, Willett& 
0 ray
.1100 ear a Day's Iiiikanalse
oa a Ma Farm.
John Hendrickson, • bree
der of
fancy cattle, mostly Guer
nseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant 
Veilley,
on the Cochecton turnp
ike train
White Lake to Newburg, N
. Y.. re-
gently found four of his Me
ese young
heifers in the Seld, all ridd
led with
eharges of buckehret, whit
& had en-
tiered the bodies just behin
d the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that 
hunters
from New York, who had 
been stay-
ing at Whit* Lake, had 
plumed over
his farm in quest crt pa
rtridge, and
that arhnte had been heard
 in the
vicinity'oe the field where 
the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were 
the *bnest
specimens of the Hendric
kson herd,
and it occurred to the o
wner as he
was examining the wou
nds that
killed than that they lor
e a strong
resemblance to does by re
ason of
their delicately formed 
limbs. Ho
was seised with the ide
a that they
had been mintskea for 
deer by the
hunters.
Hendrickson woort to Wh
ite Lake,
but found that the thr
oe men he
wanted had goo*. He 
ascertained
their names and addres
see In New
York and after coasiderabl
e difficulty
lot:loud them. H. has just 
returned
alter seeing them, and as 
a result
of his !daft he is $500 ri
sher than
when he went to the city.
FIDDLES WITHOUT RAID
S.




Atlanta, a mall town eo
n% of
Sloomington. Ill, haa la Fre
ak Claw-
son • addler whose chief 
bid for
fame lies in the fiet that 
he is with-
out hands. Clawson has b
een,• per-
former on the violin sinc
e boyhood.
said his skill was such that
 he was in
demand at every country 
dance in
that part of the oonntry. 
Several
years ago he was caught 
In a Wise
rard and both hazida were 
•• badly
frozen the% they were ampu
tated at
the wrist. Supposing that h
is ad-
inns days were over, the 
old iamern-
meat was laid away by t
h• owner
ra. old-time longing to 
bring oat
music became to. strong t
o no re-
dated. and he omuedved t
he unique
idea of playing without han
ds. He
wade a eontrivanere out 
MI heavy
elm which enabled him to wi
eld the
bow. The matter of fing
ering was
more diffinett, but by hard 
practise
be trained the stump of hi
s left hand
to make the neceasery s
hifts from
see wring to smother, and
 from po
ultimo to position With t
he fiddle
Uhl in plats, by his ahin and I
ne-•0
and with the kelp of hie 
Seim
arms, Clawson roanagr• to Oi
o




atl's. eteeteseu. of toms Mall
s.
Malmo tato lionordi tor he
Mortiltweist.
--
A grandmethire sett he the reco
rd of
*re Jameis P. Carleton, of Iow
a Fella
Cs., who statues the distincti
on of beteg
'As youngest grandmother
 in the •s-
sire northweet, blos is hop
ing to be a
great-grandmother by the ti
me she
• ea.
Ur and Hrs. Carleues 
were mar
fled In Ohio 18 years ago, M
rs. Carletos
aiting only 11 yeses old whe
n she was




rears later, when only 13 ye
ars of age
'he became a mother. T
he teedeney
toward eariy mare-ogee in tile
 Cleriersos
amity was treneretted to th
e deugb
'Cr, and two years ego, at the
 age of It.
die was married. Le.et we
ek she
time • mother.
Until recently James P Cari
etea was
postmeater at Iowa Faller, b
ut • few
men the age he and his wife r
emoved to
St. Paul, Minn.. where their 
daughter
sad grandchild reside.
novelises, tow neoentten Hi
m negro
A promising movement 
has been
'tatted In Virginia for the 
iimpodt of
OM negro population. Th
e ides et-4
nested with Dr. B. R. Jane*.
 of Rich
mond, and severe] promi
nent and
wealthy neeroes are associate
d with
him. The first of the pro
posed vet-
Moments will be establish
ed Dear
litchsrtrid, Plreo of ten aerie
s cal,
will ki field off, and upo
n each w:11
be oreeted a fro.r-roorned l
og cabin
at antique idyl.. These pl
ot, will be
gold on easy installments pl
ans be
oegroee anxious to batte
r therm




lag, an experienced expert fr
om the
Iruptito • at Hampton being enga
ged
as notor.
Plats a Prodfalous Twasiol.
A bold, remarkable projec
t I.
seeing attention among Rus
sian en.
elopers. It is proposed to 
construct
a tunnel under the main *th
en of the
rauessue nioenthins from a poi
nt 44
miles south of Vladikavkia. Th
e tun-
esl will be ha miles long 
and coot
rd,000,000. As soon as th• 
Trans-St
berian railway is finished
, It la be
Ileved. this Caucasian tunne
l, which
teas the warm support of
 the emir.
will be eommeaoed. From a 
milittar!
and eortimereial point of 
view the
work will be ot ,.,at importanc
e, as








A year age slurs were COM
 pollee
Wheels la Oahe. 121.1/00
 ehildrea.
Herm lbw. are 10 1/1111111) whist





New Mesa is Deem Orea
mentattos
Is evtaesce is the Ue-to-Dot
e
CoetUMIROO, •
A charming evening geo.e 
for
young girl is of rich miroir 
satin
veiled with either white, gold or
 col. ,
*red net, showing a delicate 
design of
lace or ribbon applique in a 
floral de
sign, alternating with roses o
r ca
sewn on in a studied careless
.
mess, rays the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal hau 
in•-o-
duced an effective novelty this 
loo.ox
namely, black velvet roses, a
bout the
size of the palm of one's hen
d, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or
 chiffoa.
There is an open circle in th
e middle,
through which the material 
can be
drawn. These roses make t
he most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with 
a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, m
eeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeve
s, a lace
train starting from bet
ween the
shoulders, and a binndito
me lace
Bounce at the hem. In thi
s bride's
trousseau was a handsome 
white satin
gown, with a lace flounce r
ound the
hem, put on very full and 
headed by
festoons of chiffon caught 
up into
scallops.
At a recent society function 
in Paris
one of the most picturesque 
and no.
tleeable toilettes wax of bl
ack vel-
vet. The Louis XVI. corsage f
ormed a
double-bieasted front and l
ong coat-
tail behind, while round the 
decollee
age a deep white lace coll
ar, almost
reaching to the waist behind,
 passed
over the shoulders and formed 
a point
In front. White mousseline 
transpar-
ent lone looae sleeves we
re caught
tightly to the wrist by a bla
ck velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased 
to be a
sovelty, although unique ant
 exceed-
ingly beautiful examples are
 continu-
ally being produced, so the se
ekers for
something newer in the line of 
jewelry
and dress accessories have
 turned
their attention to the Russia
n produc-
tions. The costliness of these 
articles,
which are truly works of art. 11
sufil-
dent guarantee that they wil
l not be-
come too popular, and thei
r beauty
and variety of design win ap
preciation
from all lovers of exquisite 
ornaments
Incrustations of lace are gai
ning in
favor rather than losing th
eir pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects
 are pro-
duced by applying lace on to
 chiffon,
which is placed over satin; an
d they
also look exoeedingly well on 
foulards,
especially white foulards, wit
h fine
Irish point of rather a deep t
one, out-
lined with black ribbon. The
 material
Is always cut away from benea
th the
lace, which gives It a light 
effect
White foulard with black C
hantilly
Incrustations is a good comb
ination.
It is less expensive than the 
very rich




• Cumfortahle Collett flat 
la Easily
Mati• at Remr-Aa /tatto
o.
Chak Stain. Eta.
Few families, whether in t
own or
:ountry, have sufficient cl
oset space
In which to keep g
owns ann
wraps unwrinkled. The s
afer way.
In any caoe, is to lay t
hem flatly
Ind smoothly ha • box l
arge eroorh
to accommodate them at 
their oIi
length. Such a box may 
be made
at home in such a way as
 to serve s
double purpose-that of c
onch •ne
Yardrobe combined. says t
he New
York Tribune. A stout box o
f iinpaint•
•d wood., six teet ton" inches
 long by
about three feet four holies 
wide, car
be constructed by any big 
boy or his
mother without difficulty. using
 mune
wire nails, to avoid oplitting the w
neil
The cover should hare a ernes
 stint
nest' each end, and must b
e Montt
hinged on the box. Line the 
inside of
the box and lid with a oerri 
ef.hle cam-
bric or 'Heels Then nail e c
unhien
Jeep end springy, to the top.
 Mit
enshion may be made of an old h
air
mattrer. picked to pieces and 
put in
sew ticking of the proper si
ze, or ot
"wool waste," Or may be procured a
t
tittle expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic ri•nina or chintz
 is
Son plaits all ironed the box, a
nd cover
he top separate). aniebing t
he edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruc
hing
at the fabric to conceal the ope
ning
t:dre a strong loop on the edge
 of the
top by which to lift it, and It is well
 to
fasten a piece of strong tare at
 each
end to lid and box, to avoid st
raining
the hinges.
FIrsped with pillows and with an at.
ghat) thriove "'wr the foot, thio m
akes
• comfortable conch by day, and
 tyre
my nirlit if necessary.
An .'xr.ilen hall tattle for e cot:intl.)
aouse was evolved out long ego by
 at
Inge. note girl from an ordinary un
•
ed kitchen table without a leaf
She emceed two inches from the l
egs
then stained the whole with a blac
k
'ten, made as follows: A few rent
s'
worth of logwood chips were pill in 
e
stone jar, with just enough water t
e
cover them, end left to simmer o-,
stove for heir a This liquid
*ninon to the. ek. vd and left to
Vtnegar in which a number of 
row.,
nail had been steeped was then
hi-lobed over, and repeated until the
ratin acquired a irc od antique oak col.
tiring. Brass Point were then fe
e
teneil on the legs a , rl on idd-fishion•ti
brass befidie put or the drawer, whic
h
was stained inelds to match the on;
side, and served for holding gloves. et
c
A scarf of dark to d leether was 
fas-
tened down theme, le of the table
brass headed tack' and.behold! are
al-
ly handsome "old • rat" hall table!
••• • t oods meo,
Willie-Pa, is p< Miss a profe
sstee
W a business/
Pa-Well, that depends upon ci
r-
remstaaces. If reu're on the w
ise





Secretary Wilson to Encour
age De*
velepmeat of the Industry
.




sovietisation et What Can
 Be
Dose le Ilsoatod Stater.
Secretary Wilson, of the depa
rtment
4 agriculture, is dete
rmined to re
st•e interest in the cultiv
ation of sith
worms and mulberry tr
ees in Q.,
United States, and the s
um of 410,00u
which he has *asked oo
agress to /fee
him to develop silk 
culture in the
United States for a pr
eliminary test
sad investigation, will b
e spent with
• view of inteeesting 
every man and
woman in the country wh
o has some
spare time for the work
 in the planting
of mulberry trees and 
the care of sill




attention first to the south
, on accoun:
of the large amount of 
cheap labni
Is be procured there. 
If the results.
In the south are at 
all eatinfactori
I' n the men, women 
and even the
children will be appealed t
o by the go.'





start," said Secretary Wils
on, "I shall
be ready to furnish the ne
cessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to
 make the
experiment of silk culture. 
The -art
is about all done in tie spr
ing, and 11
my plena carry, by next 
spring every
member of sourness will h
ave at hit
disposal 60 mulberry trees 
to be given
away to his oonstitaen
ts. I think It
likely that I shall .all upon
 Hooker
T. Washington to help me a
t the start
through his great industr
ial school
at Taskeree, Alin He I.. 
ready there
I. !eke hold of the exp
eriment and
La much In a short time in
 educating
Ike people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned
, I know
silk culture can be made a 
sueoess hi
this country. People laug
hed at me
!when I said the beet suga
r industry
would be a recces*, but It is
 a success,
and the total yield this yea
r will be
100,000 tons eif sugar. We are
 grow-
ls; excellent tea plants in t
his °Gun-
try to-day and preparing te
a for the
market in an absolutely cle
an way-
that is, in steel cylinders and
 without
the tramping of perspiring cheap 
labor
upon the leaves. The Yankee can
 our-
mount almost any obstacle, and h
e tee
mediately improves almost an
y idea
or industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHA
NGED
• Goveruor of Hawaii Vritso
Antorteasi Itipsirty tor Vim la
the Island.
Authority for the conversion 
of all
Hawaiian elver coins Into eorree
poad-
Mg coins of the United Sta
tes and for




their eagaging in agricultural
 pursuits
only during their reeidenoe in th
e tor
ritory and their return to their 
own
mean try upon ceasing to be farme
r's are
the chief recommendations of 
H. Z.
Oooper, acting governor of Haw
aii, is
his anneal repo -t.
The prosperity of the island& acco
rd-
ing to the eating governor, de
pends on
Ito. succeseful and economica
l produc-
tion •f sugar. "The employ-m
eat of
Chinese and Japanese by the p
lanter.,"
ba says. "never has
 and never will in-
terfere with either American skil
led or
anakilled labor, but if an ample
 supply
of desirable labor can be 
obtained it
means millions of dollars spent 
for ma-
shinery, building materials, tom
b steel
and iron and other supplies of
 Amern
Gen mannfaeture."
New Jersey's Pure Food Law.
What is said to he the stricte
st pure
food law in the United States h
as just
gone into effect in New 
Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrus
ted to
the New Jersey board of healt
h. Un-
der it the office of state dair
y com-
missioner has been abolished 
and hie
du•ies have come under those
 of the
Wel food inspect o. There 
will be
a large number of deputies sc
attered
all over the state. Everythin
g that
sae come into use 'for human
 con-
sumption se food or drink fa i
ncluded
Under the law. The inspecti
on will
even take In canned goods. It
 does
sot matter whether these or an
ything
else is manufactured or put
 up out-
side the state or in It, they a
re liable
to come under the ban of the
 law if
the analysis to be made fr
om time to




Heavy Ike 17eous the Memories of
Marto is the Vatted State.
Hallway P•etai Corot«.
--
Millions of people are complains,
.
aowsdays of being taxiet
but an iirmy of ioeu In n • tonplo
y
of Uncle Sam are burdeeed with a
mentel practice unheard ot, as re
-
yards extent. in any other country o
f
the world. Things that a i1l
way
postal clerk meet renie'aate' ca
ve in-
ereesed in sech volume the! o- e would
think every cell of his loan. woul
d
no elle( wi•h the name of a pe 4 offi
ce
or railvoin co:oleo-doe uni toe w
on-
der is L et the clerk's mind eye
s not
falter under the pressure. Despit
e
tiasse facts cases of insanity 
among
Ibis class of public servants are ra
re,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
Oise Chlcago pot tal clerk maintaine
d
for several years a record of 2n
0te
cards (which take the place of le
t tel s
.n examinations) with an average
 ref
cent. of correct datribution of a frac
-
tion over 99 per scent. He knew how to
reschoOltotosiestao-ofacasoln_ me
t I al 
states by the shoi test, quickest rot
e
and he lenew correet location of
each office in its state.
A clerk on the New York and C1.1-
cago railway pot office inns: knew
the correct location of every post.
 of-
fice in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, I
ndialia.
Minnesota., Sou, Dakota and Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 post oft ces. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, which means the correct
location of the post offices in neat
state, but he must know how to reach
i the whole 12,000 poet offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk runniog between Chicago
and MItinesponis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 years,
learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of •
mile • minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago d.
livery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading mer-
santile house is located, but also bow
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar streetao that he can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
nig to the route of the letter. This
same clerk made 18 examinations in
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 90
examinations he came out of nine *1
them with a clear 100 per cent, each.
Think of such a task, taking into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of-names that are used to designate
post offices! Them too, must be con-
sidered the fact slat there are hun-
dreds of eases where in each state is
• post office of the same name. For
instance, in the states named abov
e
there are five post offices named Ham
-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfields, four
Genevan, four Snaithvilles, boar Spar
tas and five Jeffersons, and so on
.
In some instances there is a post of
-
dc. of the same name in each of th
e
seven states. As one may imagito
n
this only tends to contuse the ave
rage
mind.
Mee  Koch Tneery.
Positive signs of tuberculosis
 have
appeared in the cow that was
 inome
kited with germs by Dr. Ge
orge D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several
 days
ago. Dr. Barney will pe
rmit the
signs to become more pr
onounced
and will then kill the cow an
d hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is no
w cer-
tain that he has disproved Dr.
 Hoch's
theory that human tuberculos
is and
bovine tuberculosis are not in
tercom
monicable. Dr. Barney sai
d last
sight that he had no doubt t
hat the
autopsy to be performed w
ould
preve beyond doubt the fallacy 
of Dr
goch's theory.
Jeri • le British twits
* Joita.
No fewer than 587,884 
prisoner'
were iz, :he prisons of Briti
sh India
lb 1899-1900-onto increase 
of 911,064
over the number for 1891. O
f this
huge total only 24 553 wer
e females,
Which is a smaller propor
tion thorn
is western countries.
tatt at a lirtillso.
A sew form of benefac
tion to •
Na" Borland town Is tha
t taken is
the girt .4 Franc • 
Rebell of N...
York. who hos gime 
e tkill•




risk yr of it Cat Tribe- Plow 
•
list I to Pled.
From a story in St. Nicholas
 we
slip this description of the old
-time
mountain lion:
There was a time whoa the A
men.
tan mountain hon was one
 of the
most formidable animals in the
 world.
The cat is the masterpiece of n
ature;
sea me !WOOD MORN ilea was see
 we toe
most terribly armed and pow
erful of
ens cat !amity. It was a c
ompact
masa of hard and tough musc
le and
gristle, with bones of Iron, 
strong




prodigiously strong, lithe, and
 quirk,
covered tenth a mail-coat of l
oose skin
that was as tough as leather. 
It had
the temper of a demon, and
 was in- I
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, i
t had
the proverbial nine lives of t
he cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it 
was
hopeless to match does. It wa
s said,
in the school-books of 40 
years ago,
that "three British mastiff, can
 pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." 
Pet-
haps they could; but they wo
uld have
been sorry of they had tackled a
 full-
grown American mountain lio
n of
that time. He was not to be "
pulled
down" by anything; and if he 
had
been "pilled down," that w
as exactly
the position in which he fou
ght beat.
With his back protected by t
he earth,
and all four fearfully armed 
paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible 
teeth,
and a body so strong tha
t it could
not be held in any position-w
ell,
when he was "down" was th
e time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in an the R
ocky
mountain regions, from the j
aguar
haunted tropical forests of the
 ex.
treme south to the home of 
the
northern •ointer blizzard; but
 he an
tained his greatest size and feroc
ity
on the subtropical plateau of
 north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and 
Arizona.
These animals are no longer wh
at
they were. The tourist or t
rotter of
to-day cannot hiese to fine an
y of the
old-time power t• ferocity.
otteethers for Horst Reading
.
As his children attained the
 age of
ten King Edward had eve
rything t-on-
teeming them wh4ch appeare
d in the
newspapers pasted into albums
, and
these were handed over to 
them whes
they reached years of dis
cretion. nil
prince of Wales, however, be
gan at the
beginning, and each of his 
children
has a volume of newsp
aper cuttings











Are You Bilious? 'Personal Mention.
Have you that tired, wden-out feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy I
spells? Do you have shootiog p,ains Mr. H Cale of South Bend Ind.,•
Inthe head, back, arms and legs? Is was in the city yesterday.
your appetite bad? If you have these! Mrs. Gus Edwards leaves in a few
symptoms you need a days. for Chicago.
I Mr. Gingsley Ayer, of Henderson,
Ky., is in the city. 4014 • •
Judge W. A. Berry is home from a
business trip to St. Louis.
Mrs. Albert Lawrence has returned
from visiting her mother in the coun-
ty.
Mr. Sam Knight, of Fulton,
the city on business.
Capt. J. F. Beatty, of Nashville,
in the city.
Mr. Plummer Newell is home from
a visit to Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mrs. E. D. Palmer and family, of
Memphis, Tenn., are here on a visit
toMrs. N. G. Nelson, of South Third
deliv- street. 
Mrs. He H. Duly left yesterday for
a visit to Smithland.
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The




Prescriptions called for and
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.




BOARDING for ladies or gentle-
men at 714 Harrison street. New
phone 877.
FOR SALE—Young cow with calf
3 weeks old; gave four gallons milk
Friday. Telephone icre6 or 1653r. •
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
•
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR SALE—for charges, one sofa,
2 box mattresses, i leather couch.
Paducah Mattress company, Third
and Ohio.
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Crier or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Bloomfield.
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay.
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
phone 1418, old phone.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
,e "Buck;" black in color. Return to
•hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
• XfISSING OR STOLEN—Two
dump wagons. A reward will be giv-
en to any one giving us information
leading to their return. Thos. Bridges
& Son, contractors.
LOST—Necktie with diamond stud
in it, either on Tennessee street,
Sixth to Kentucky avenue down to
Third or Broadway to Fifth. Re-
turn to H. Jridd and get reward.
FOR SALE—A two-story fame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, }Sot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shake
.rees. Wil sell on terms to suit plc.-
chaser. Price reasonable Apply at
024 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 63o. ,
Wednesday Morning, Aug. 9, 19os.
siss
LOCAL NEWS
—Born, to Mrs Claude Baker, of
Ito Monroe street, last night, a beau
tiful girl baby. Mr. Baker is one of
the popular, salesmen for B. Weille &
Sons.
—Mrs. Schroeder, of near Seven-
teenth and Tennessee streets, who
erkas been ill for some time of rheu-
matisin, was taken suddenly worse
last night and her death is momenta-
rily feared.
—The Blacksmiths' Union met last
night in regular session, with a good-
ly number of members present. This
is one of the most flourishing orderse •in the city, and its members always
take great pride in attending each
meeting.
—The central station fire depart-
ment was called out about 3:30 yes-
terday afternoon to extinguish a small
fire in the house of  Mills at toll
South Third street. The fire started
-from a defective flue. Damage small
and covered by insurance.
—The shooting which occurred
Monday night at Wiekliffe, as men-
tioned in yesterday's paper, was a
row between a lot of railroad negro
workmen. While there was several
shots no one was hurt, other than a
dareey some one ;lashed with a 'enife.
--Dr. W. T. Graves, the city health
officer, and Dr. Pendley, president of
the board of health, are both busily
engaged day in and day out issuing
health certificates because of the
great demand of the travelers and the
requirement of the quarantine towns
of the vicinity.. and especially South.
Either gentleman will promptly serve





Mt. W. P. Comeford, of Cairo, was
in the city on business yesterday.
Mr. C. C. Grassham returned yester
nay from Salem, Ky.
i Miss Lottie Bright is visiting rela-
tives in Fancy Farm.
Mrs. Frank Rieke, Miss Mayone
Sayre, Miss Florence Dawson and Mr.
Linn Boyd, left yesterday for Echo
Springs, Livingston county.
Miss Mary Burnett and Miss Eliza-
beth Burnett are visiting in LaCenter,
Ky.
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd and mother
are home from a three weeks' visit at
Cynthiana, Ky.
'Mr. H. A. Petter and wife returned
yesterday from Dawson.
Mrs. T. D. Smith, Jr., left yesterday
for a visit to relatives it Kennet, Ky.
Mr. George Maxey, of Chicago, is
in the city renewing acquaintances.
Mr. J. M. Groves, proprietor of
Dixon Springs, Ill., is at the Pahner.
Capt. Pat Halloran, of Cedar Bluff,
was in the city yesterday.
Mr. Charles Johnson, the river en-
gineer, is home from Memphis.
Mrs. Mary L. Burnett, of West
Broadway, is the guest of her brother,
Dr. T. F. Osborne, of Trenton, Tenn.
Mr. Andy Batrer went to Dawson
ye erday for his health.
Me and Mrs. Sam Graham, of Ben-
ton, are here on a visit to their son,
J W. Graham.
Supervisor Will:- es 11*Namara, of
the Louisville di• sion of the I. C.,
was in the city yesterday.
Attorney T R. Grogan went to Iefur
ray yesterday es Isaisisess.
Mr. Harr- Gleaves has gone to
Whiteville. Tenn., to accompany his
family hor,e,
Mr. J 'T. Walton teet yesterday for
Dawson • , recuperate from an attack
of mala-, il fever.
Mr. 1: L. McClure, the newspaper
corresp ,edent of Lexington, Ky., has
returnee home after a brief stay here.
Mr. end Mrs. F. H. Watson and
son, C-r1 Watson, have returned to
their l• elle in Louisville after a vi,it
te Mr and Mrs. Clay Wilkes.
Me. f M. Quinn went to Mayfield
last nii ht.
Miss Dot Connelly, of Grantsburg,
Ill , is -, isiting her sister, Mrs. J. R.
Caldwell on West Monroe street.
Misses 7.ntira Mitchell and Fannie
Head, of Ifeneerson, are registered at
the New Piclenond.
Mi-s Bernice Miller returned Mon-
day evening fo in a visit in Kesel. She
was accompane d by Miss Mkry Mc-
Guire, who will be her guest for some.
days.
Mrs. W. B. Jones, of Kuttawa, Ky.,
is iss the city taking treatment from
Dr.iGilbert. ,
Misses Emma Mix and Mary Gee-
gan are visiting in Evansville.
FAwin Maxey, formerly of the city,
is here from Chicago oin a visit.
Miss 'Agnes Harley has returned to
her home in Evansville after a visit to
her sister, Mrs. Strict, of Tyler.
Col. "Daddy" Root, the former Pa-
ducah barber, is in the city for a few
days. He is now residing in Weveaka,
Indian Territory.
George Goodman has returned from
a four weeks' hunting tour in Colo-
rado.
Mr and Mrs. D. W. Smith and
daughter Clara. have returned to Ben-
ton after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Reed.
I Miss Laura Birch will return to
I Louisville Saturday after a pleasantvisit to Mrs. Earsome, at 502 Wash-ington street.
I Charley George has gone to Chica-go on a business trip.
I Mrs. Stewart and daughter left last
'night for a visit to relatives in Bowl-
ling Green.
I Mr. Rozell McGlathery, of Pass
Christian, Miss., is the guest of Mr.
J. W. McGlathery.
i Mr. C. H. Sherrill and family re-
turned Saturday from a five weeks'
trip to Colorado.
I Mrs. 'Minnie Taylor and Mrs. PearlFryer, of Memphis, are visiting Mrs.
Jack Calloway on South Ninth street.
I Mr. George Katterjohn, wife and
little son returned last evening from
a several weeks' visit to Canada :eel
in Buffalo:N. Y.
1 Mr. Wren Emery has acctptee a
position wale the National Toeacco
company, or Nashville, Tenn., and
will travel in Southern Illinois. He
leaves Thursday on his initial trip.
I Charles Dalton, of Louisville, was
in the city yesteiday.
I Mrs. W. E. Cochrane, of Mettle
Feels, Tex., left Monday for home,
,after a visit to Miss Mattie Browne
and Mrs. Kate Van Pelt, on mark
street. Mts. Mary Jones, who has
 'mar
also een visiting Mrs. Van Pelt and
.N.P:s Browne, returned home Mon-
day.
Sam Carrico, salesman of farming
implements, is in the city en route
home to Mayfield from a trip to Ben-
ton.
Mrs. J. R. Puiyear left yesterdae
for Dixon Springs„ in response to. a
telegram anno owing the serious ill-
ness of her daughter, Miss' Letha
Puryear. •
Mrs. D. A. Yeiser has gone to Cin-
cinnati on a week's, visit.
Mr. D. D. 'Murphy, of Woodville,
returned home last night, after a visit
to Mir. J. A. Miller.
Mr. M. Goodloe, of Calvert City,
was in the city yesterday.
'Charles Fiske, the gunsmith, is suf-
fering from fever.
Charles Bean, of Benton, was in the
city yesterday.
'Mr. J. W. Finstoe, of the Mayfield
Woolen Mills of Louisville, is the
guest of Mr. S. A. Albritton, on West
Jefferson.
Misses Emma, Margarecand Anna-
belle Acker leave at noon today for
a week's stay at Dawson.
Mr. Henry Landruin and his bride,
net Miss Geneva Sullivan, were in the
city Tuesday en route to Mayfield.
after spending their honeymoon on
the steamer Clyde up the Tennessee
river.
Mr. Fred Roth, the undertaker, eX-
pects to leave Sunday for Leuisville,
to attend the annual meeting of the
Funeral Directors' Association of
Kentucky.
Registered at the Palmer last right
were W. J. Powers, St. Luis; D. W.
Holmes, Indianapolis; J. M. O'Con-
nor, I. C. R. R.; H. Fischer. Louis-
ville; Lee T. Myer, St. Louis; L. L.
Rice, Lebanon, Tenn.; F. G. Gibson,
St. Louis; S. Carrico, Meet-tele; A. L.
Dodge, St. Louis; Ferd Phil.ips, Cm-
cinnati; C. C. Miller, Murree; I- P..
Condon, Rockford, Ill.; Geoiee Roth,
Phiiadelphia; F. W. Weeks, St. Louis;
R. N. Neely, Cairo; T. J..Golightiy,
Lebanon, Ky.; Z. T. Conner and son,
Miurray; H. George,. Tiffin, O.; R, J:
Salmon lseley, Ky.; J. E Waugh,
Cincinnati; W. P. !non. Louisville:
J. I. Winsatt, Louisville; V. J. lelete,
Louisville; J. L. Kilgore, A iderson,
7rd.; J. W. Gibson, Co-ydon, Ky.;
Mrs. R. A. Robertson Goi-onle.
The best and cheapest coal in Padu-
cah is the Pittsburg Coal.
Prompt Payment of Claim.
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 8, 1905.
To the Columbian Woodmen,
Atlanta, Ga.
Worthy Guests:
I am much gratified at the prontpte
ness shown by you in payment for
benefit of broken leg for full amount
promised in my covenant and within
teeney-four hours of time proofs of
my claim reached your office. The
money comes in very handy and 1
can now appreciate the superiority of
the disability benefit, granted by the
Columbian Woodmen Covenant over
and above' death and total disability
benefits. I shall henceforth do all
that I can to increase the membership
of the Fraternity in this city.
Yours very truly,
C. C. LEE
W H. Coleman, local agent.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, t 20 South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before August zo.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
W111 Leave the City.
After several years' residence is Pa-
ducah, where he and his family have
won high eeteera, Mr. J. R. Martin,
the well-known tobacco dealer, has
decided to return to his former home
in Greenville, Ky., to reside. The
family will leave about the first of
September for Greenville. Mr. Mar-
tin will engage in the tobacco busi-
ness in Greenville also.
Mr. Claude Baker, Mr. Martin's
son-in-law, will also remove to Green-
ville. He is to take a responsible po-
sition with the Greenville Coal com-
pany.
—The general opinion is that a
town which quarantines has more
than a cause from fright to prompt
the act. Paducah is healthy and has
no cause to impress the outside world
with any other idea. It is never safe
to get scared until you have some-
thing over which to be frightened
Notice to the Pubffie.
'Health certificates are required by
the Cairo city authorities from all
parties entering that city. Passen-
gers on the Str. Dick Fowler must
secure these before leaving Paducah.
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A.
Licensed to Illorry.
Ferl Wadkins, of Marion, Ill., aged
19, and Ida Lambert, aged 18, of
Creel Springs, yesterday got licensed
to wed. It will make the first mar-
riage for both.
Blizzard Pond
JUDGE REED DECIDES THAT
IT CAN BE DRAINED BY
OWNERS.
The Wife of James Vlaholea_ Sues
Him for Divorce and Atte.,:..us
Hi3
In the circuit court yesterday Jedge
Reed filed a written opinion in the
case of G. A. Jones vs. R. A. Bowers,
et' al., dissolving the retsraining in-
junction issued against (the defendants
to prevent theirs, from draining Bliz-
zard pond, which is on their property,
ilito a branch of !eland creek. wl.., .1
branch runs through Jones' property.
The judge in dissolving the injunction
says he does not think the draining
of the pond will injure Jones and
more especially as it will redeem for
him about fifty acres of land which
now useless. It is understood that
Jones will appeal the case, but in the
meantime the work of draining the
pond will proceed.
The draining of Blizzard pond, as
heretofore stated in The Register,
will make tillable some Soo acres of
tine land, and a small part of which
is owned by the plaintiff in the injunc-
tion dissolved. It is a pond which
has for many years been unsightly
and no doubt unhealthy, and its rid-
dance will not only be an advantage
te that part of the county, but will
make duly taxable some land which
now, to a great extent, is almost val-
ueless.
The proposition too, to drain the
pond and utilize the land which it
covers, is one rather new to this see-
eon, but not to the gentleman, Capt.
Bower, who sometime ago bought the
land (or the pond) for the purpose
of draining it and redeeming the land.
He came from Illinois, a state which
has redeemed much land in this way
—by drainage--and therefore knows
well what he is undertaking. He will
whim he has the land drained as far
as the surface is concerned, also tile
it and then make it into a stock farm.
It is to be hoped Capt. Bower will
have no other interruptions and that
in time Blizzard pond, which seems
to have been properly named, will
have disappeared and one of the eye
sores and nuisances of the county.
Suit for Divorce llLows Family Row
James Vlaholeas has no doubt con-
cluded that troubles, like the bananois
he sells, court in.bonches.
Vlaholeas is the Greek who operates
two confectionery emporiums on
Froadway. Monday night he and his
wife had a 'falling out" and an alter-
cation was part of the result. Another
result was a black eye and allronnd
"thrashing" in favor of the wife_ The
woman's face had the appearance of
having come ineontact with a sausage
grinder as she sat in Justice Young's
office yesterday afternoon after taking
legal steps towards having an attach-
ment issued causing her husband's
business houses to be closed. She
filed a suit afterwards for divorce
praying to be restored to her former
name, 011ie Nichols, and for alimony
teethe extent of $1,apo.
The store houses of Vleholeas were,
c'sosed by officers but were opened in
the afternoon on him executing bond
and tempolarily adjusting the differ-
erces.
The troubles between, this couple
are varied. They have had divers
scraps smite they, entered .into matri-
monial bliss. The source.of the recent
tiouble, it is said, was that Mrs. Via-
holeae came home at a late hour last
night and when her husband asked
her abort it, it is alleged that she
moved towards him with a knife in.
her Mod in a threatening manner and,
as a result, he gave her a severe-beat-
ing.
The city court wig attend to-a por-
tion of their troubles today
Mrs. W. C. Schofield will open 'her
vocal class Sept. rst and will accept,
a limited number of pupils. Appli-
cations addresses to her residence,
408 South Third street, will reach bet
in Chicago.
Ice Cream Social.
The Third street Methodi A church
will give an ice cream social at Capt
Frank FarnsIty's at Nineit and Ten-
nessee streets Thursdayd evening,
Will Probated.
The will of the late Mrs. Elizahrie
S. Wheeler, formerly of Hopkineville.
as filed Tuesday. in he county clerk's
office here. The document was writ-
ten December t, !goo. W. F. Brad-
shaw, Jr., was named as the executor.
The deceased decrees a house and lot
in the Fountain park addition to her
daughter Emma R. VIroolfollt, and
others as follows: Virgitoa Bradshaw,
&too; Sue K. Hodge, Poo; Kate M.
Turley, eloo, and her eon, W. Wheel-
er, she relinquishes hien of all money
due her by. him at the time of her
death.
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After The Ball Game
WHEN YOUR THROAT rIS DUSTY% AND PARCHED%




THERE'S NO BEER LIKE IT. THAT PECULIARLY'
SATISFYING-QUALITY CAN ONLY COME WHERE
PURE MALT 'AND HOPS ARE BLENDED WITH
BRAINS IN THE BREWING. BELVEDERE
THE BEST, SAY THOSE WHO KNOW—AND YOU
WILL KNOW WHEN YOU TRYJIT.
aducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Mitts WI 111W 1
Prices On Lawns
CUTE IN PRICE& 011e
HERE NOW MEAN1LOSS ES TO US BUT THE GAIN IS WORTH
MUCK. TO OUR PAnted 4S, ESPINCIALLY THE WISE ONES WHO
TAX.X.ADVANTAGR'0.' THESE SAVING CHANCES.
THE CHARACTER THAT PREVAIL
2 PIECES FANCY U PORTED
DUC'ED TO asc PEW TA/ D.
To PIECES FILIMTE D ORGANDIE.
DUCED TO iyc PR :T RD.
120 PIECES OF EA WNS. MANY OF THEM WORTH
DUCED TO ioc FIER YI MD.




A GENERir.L. DUCT1ON HAS BEEN MADE IN OUR WHITE
WAIIH WAIST*. 1 N EXTRA HEAVY CUT HAS BEEN MADE IN.suns 40, 42 Aillti • 4.
The Aute Wiest
In Judge Lightfoot's evert the au-
tomobile scored a victory Tuesday
when the case of L. Demean against
James and Ben Weille was decided',
Duncan sued the defendants for to-
for damages incerred in a runaway by
his horse becoming frightened as the
Messrs. Weille's antomobile passed.
The suit was decided in favor rif th•
delendrants. It developed that Demme
was 'using the whip rather freely on
the animal, thereby assisting the ani-
mal in becoming excited.
Wants Big hamages.
Ore account of getting a finger cut
off at the Cordage factory, Mbert
Rogers, through his guardian, F. G
Rudolph, has filed a suit in the circuit
court for $3,000 damages.
Hciery Special.
LADIES': Ana ) MISSES' BLACK LACE HOSE, SEAMLESS, AT •
rya OR THREE 1 'AIR FOR 33C.
.4tGENtrEst*BLA CK LACE SOCKS. A asc QUALITY BUT WITH
SMALL ?ECTIONS, AT x sc OR TWO PAIR FOR 35C.
Dr. Sidney Smith will he back in
his office over 41obe Bank & ?mit
Company about August 10.
L Ph Ogilvie & Co.









GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
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